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Programme Specific Outcomes 

Programme offered by the 
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Outcomes  

B.A.Honours   স্নাতও ফাাংরা াম্মাননও াঠ শষল এওচন নক্ষাথথী নানাবাষফ ভৃদ্ধ  এফাং ভথথ ষত 
াযশফ।  াম্মাননও স্নাতও ষে নফনবন্ন ঘাওনযয শক্ষষে শ শমাকয প্রাথথী ষে উঠষফ।  
      স্নাতও ফাাংরা াম্মাননও াঠ ভাপ্ত ওষয শওান নক্ষাথথী উচ্চনক্ষাে প্রষফ ওযষত 
াষয। স্নাতষওাত্তয াঠ শল ওষয নক্ষাথথী কষফলণায চনয ননষচষও প্রস্তুত ওযষত াযষফ।  
            স্নাতও ফাাংরা াম্মাননও াঠ ভাপ্ত ওষয শওান নক্ষাথথী   ননষচয নফলে ঙাড়া 
অনয নফলে, শমভন গ্রন্থাকায নফজ্ঞান, াাংফানদওতা ইতযানদ ননষে ড়াষানা ওযষত াযষফ।   
              স্নাতও ফাাংরা াম্মাননও  াঠ ভাপ্ত ওষয এওচন নক্ষাথথী  নননফড় ানতয 
াঠও ষে উঠষত াষয। াঠ তানরওায ফাইষযয নফলষে নক্ষাথথী নানা াংরূষয ানতয 
াষঠ ভথথ ষে উঠষফ।    

B.A. General স্নাতও াঠ শষল এওচন নক্ষাথথী নানাবাষফ ভৃদ্ধ  এফাং ভথথ ষত া যশফ।  াম্মাননও 
স্নাতও ষে নফনবন্ন ঘাওনযয শক্ষষে শ শমাকয প্রাথথী ষে উঠষফ।  
          স্নাতও স্তষয ফাাংরা বালা ানতয এওনি নফলে নাষফ স্নাতও স্তষয থাওষর যফতথী 
উচ্চনক্ষাে নক্ষাথথী প্রষফ ওযষত াযষফ।  
        

M.A. স্নাতষওাত্তয ফাাংরা াঠ শষল শম শওান নক্ষাথথী শম শওান ঘাওনযয চনয শমাকয প্রাথথী ষে 
উঠষফ।  
   স্নাতষওাত্তয ফাাংরা াঠ ভাপ্ত ওষয নক্ষাথথী কষফলণা ওাষচ মুক্ত ষত াযষফ।  
      স্নাতষওাত্তয ফাাংরা াঠ ভাপ্ত ওষয নক্ষাথথী নফএড নডনগ্রয চনয ড়াষানা ওষয নক্ষা 
শক্ষষে ঘাওনযয চনয শমাকয ষে উঠষফ।  
        স্নাতষওাত্তয ফাাংরা াঠ শষল নক্ষাথথী শনি ইতযানদ যীক্ষাে া ওযষর ওষরচ 
নফশ্বনফদযারষে ঘাওনযয চনয শমাকয ষে উঠষত াযশফ।   
    স্নাতষওাত্তয ফাাংরা াঠ ভাপ্ত ওষয শওান নক্ষাথথী   ননষচয নফলে ঙাড়া অনয নফলে, 
শমভন গ্রন্থাকায নফজ্ঞান, াাংফানদওতা ইতযানদ ননষে ড়াষানা ওযষত াযষফ।   
         স্নাতষওাত্তয ফাাংরা াঠ শষল এওচন নক্ষাথথী নননফড় ানতয াঠও ষে উঠষত 
াষয। াঠ তানরওায ফাইষযয নফলষে নক্ষাথথী নানা াংরূষয ানতয াষঠ ভথথ ষে 
উঠষফ।     

 

Course Outcomes 

B.A. BENGALI  Honours  

Year Paper/Cou

rse 

Course Title Outcomes  

1
st
 Paper -I ফাাংরা ানষতযয ইনতা  

ইাংষযনচ ানষতযয ইনতা  
বালাতত্ত্ব 

ফাাংরা ানষতযয ইনতাঃ নক্ষাথথীযা অন্ত্যভধযমুক এফাং আধুননও 
মুষকয ফাাংরা ানষতযয নফলে-বফনঘেয, বালা এফাং নরঔন বনরয 
নফফতথন শইষে ফাাংরায াভানচও, ধভথীে এফাং যাচনননতও 
নযনিনতয নফলে চানষত াযষফ।  ফাাংরা ানষতযয নযফতথন এফাং 
নফওা ওীবাষফ খির তা এই ইনতা াষঠয ভধয নদষে তাযা ফুছষত 
াযষফ। 
 
ইাংষযনচ ানষতযয ইনতাঃ নক্ষাথথীযা ইাংষযনচ ানষতযয নফনষ্ট 



যঘনাওাযষদয যঘনায ষে নযনঘত ষফ  এফাং ফাাংরা -ইাংষযনচ 
ানষতযয এওনি তুরনাভূরও াঠ তাষদয ষফ। 
 
বালাতত্ত্বঃ প্রাঘীন, ভধয  আধুননও ফাাংরা বালায বফনষ্টয, ধ্বননতত্ত্ব, 
ব্দবাণ্ডায এফাং উবালায নযঘে নক্ষাথথীযা াষফ।     
ফাাংরা বালায বালানফজ্ঞানম্মত নফষেলণ এই াষঠয ভধয নদষে তাযা 
ফুছষত াযষফ।  
 

Paper- II ওাষফযয রূষবদ 
ঙন্দ 
অরাংওায 
বফষ্ণফ দাফরী 
াক্তদাফরী 
ঘণ্ডীভের 

ওাষফযয রূষবদঃ ওাফয-ওনফতায নানা প্রওাযষবষদয ষে নযনঘত 
ষে নফষশ্বয ওাফযধাযা এফাং ফাাংরা ওনফতায নানাভুঔী রূষয াষে 
নক্ষাথথীযা নযনঘত ষফ। 
 
ঙন্দঃ ফাাংরা ঙষন্দয ূক্ষ্ম নফলে, নতননি ঙন্দ যীনতয ষে নযনঘত ষে 
নক্ষাথথীযা ফাাংরা ওনফতায নান্দননও শৌন্দমথ ফুছষত ক্ষভ ষফ। 
      ওাফয শফাছায শক্ষষে অরাংওায অনযতভ এওনি নফলে। ওনফতায 
নন্দন এফাং নল্পরূ ফুছষত এই াঠ শমভন ােও ষফ, শতভনন 
আনন্দ শদষফ নফস্তয। 
        বফষ্ণফ দাফরী  াক্তদাফরীঃ ভধযমুষকয ফাাংরা ানষতযয 
অনযতভ ধাযায ষে নযনঘত ষে নক্ষাথথীযা ফাাংরা কীনতওনফতায 
প্রথভ মথােনিষও এয ভধয নদষে ফুছষত ক্ষভ ষফ।  এওনদষও ধভথ 
অযনদষও ওাফয, এই দুইষেয ভন্বে ভধযমুষকয ফাাংরা ানষতয 
ওীবাষফ ষেষঙ নক্ষাথথীযা বফষ্ণফ দাফরী এফাং াক্তদাফরী  ষড় 
তা ফুছষত াযষফ।    
 
ঘণ্ডীভেরঃ ভেরওাফযধাযায এওনি অনযতভ ওাফয ঘণ্ডীভের াষঠয ভধয 
নদষে ভধযমুষকয ফাাংরা ানষতযয বফনষ্টয এফাং ফাাংরা াভানচও  
ধভথীে অফিা ম্পষওথ জ্ঞান রাব ওযষফ। 
 

2
nd

 Paper -III ওথা ানষতযয রূযীনত 
শঙািকল্প 
যচনী 
শঘাষঔয ফানর 
ল্লীভাচ 
 

ওথা ানষতযয রূযীনতঃ  ওথা ানতয ড়ষত শকষর তায রূ-যীনত 
ম্পষওথ চানা চরুনয। এই াষঠয ভধয নদষে ওথা ানষতযয তানত্ত্বও 
নফলে ঙাড়া শঙািকল্প এফাং উনযা াষঠয ােও াঠ বতনয ষফ।  
পষর ানতয নফষেলষণয নানা ভাষরাঘনা দ্ধনত তাযা চানষত 
াযষফ। 
 
যচনী, শঘাষঔয ফানর এফাং ল্লীভাচঃ ফাাংরা বালায নতন নফনষ্ট  
নযানষওয উনযাষয ষে নযঘষেয ষে ষে ফাাংরা উনযাষয 
নফলে-বফনঘেয নক্ষাথথীযা ফুছষত াযষফ।  এই নতননি উনযাষয 
নননফড় াঠ উনযাষয যঘনা দ্ধনত, নযানষওয যঘনায দৃনষ্টষওাণ, 
বালা ফযফায, ঘনযে ৃচন ইতযানদ তাযা নফষেলণ ওযষত াযষফ।  
 

Paper- IV প্রফন্ধ  ননফষন্ধয রূ  যীনত  
ঞ্চবূত 
নঙন্নে 
এওাষরয প্রফন্ধ 

প্রফন্ধ  ননফষন্ধয রূ   যীনতঃ প্রফন্ধ ানষতযয নানা প্রওাযষবষদয 
ষে নযনঘত ষে নফষশ্বয প্রফন্ধ ানষতযয এফাং ফাাংরা প্রফষন্ধয 
নফলে-বফনঘষেযয ষে নক্ষাথথীযা নযনঘত ষফ। 
 
ঞ্চবূতঃ যফীন্দ্রনাষথয নানা প্রফন্ধ গ্রষন্থয অনযতভ এওনি গ্রষন্থয ষে 



এওাষরয ভাষরাঘনা নফলেও 
প্রফন্ধ  
 

নযনঘত ষে নক্ষাথথীযা যফীন্দ্রনাষথয যঘনা বনরয নযঘে াষফ।  
 
নঙন্নেঃ নঘনঠে শম ানষতযয অনযতভ ভাোে শৌঁঙষত াষয, শই 
ষে যফীন্দ্র ানষতযয প্রষফও নাষফ নঙন্নে াষঠয গুরুত্ব 
নক্ষাথথীযা ফুছষত াযষফ। 
 
এওাষরয প্রফন্ধঃ ফাাংরা প্রফষন্ধয ধাযাফানও নযঘে এফাং নফলে-
বফনঘেয এই প্রফন্ধগুনর াষঠয ভধয নদষে নক্ষাথথীযা ফুছষত ক্ষভ 
ষফ। 
এওাষরয ভাষরাঘনা নফলেও প্রফন্ধঃ নফ তষওয ফাাংরা প্রফষন্ধয 
প্রনতনননধ িানীে যঘনায ষে নযঘষেয ভধয নদষে নক্ষাথথীযা ফাাংরা 
ভাষরাঘনা ানষতযয নযঘে শষে মাষফ।  
  

3
rd

 Paper –V নািষওয রূ  যীনত  
ফে যেভষঞ্চয ইনতা 
নীরদথণ 
ভুক্তধাযা 
শঙেঁড়া তায  

নািষওয রূ  যীনতঃ  নািও াঠ ফা নফষেলষণয চনয নািষওয 
প্রওাযষবদ শফাছা দযওায। বাযত  ইউষযাষয নািয বফনষ্টয এই 
াষঠয ভধয নদষে নক্ষাথথীযা ফুছষত াযষফ।   
 
ফে যেভষঞ্চয ইনতাঃ  যেভষঞ্চয ভধয নদষে ওীবাষফ নািও নফওা 
রাব ওষয ফা অনবনে ফদষর মাে তায নফফযণ এই াষঠয ভধয নদষে 
নক্ষাথথী ফুছষত াযষফ।  
 
নীরদথণ, ভুক্তধাযা, শঙেঁড়া তাযঃ ফাাংরা নািষওয নফফতথষনয নঘে, তায 
নফলে-বফনঘেয এই াষঠয ভধয নদষে নক্ষাথথী ফুছষত াযষফ। ফাাংরায 
প্রথভ াভানচও আষরাড়নওাযী নািও 'নীরদথণ' াষঠয ভধয নদষে 
প্রথভ ষফথয ফাাংরা নািষওয ষে নক্ষাথথীয শমভন নযঘে ষফ 
শতভনন নািও শম প্রনতফাষদয ভাধযভ তায াভানচও গুরুত্ব শম যষেষঙ 
তা তাযা ফুছষত াযষফ।  
 
যফীন্দ্রনাষথয অনযতভ নফঔযাত নািও 'ভুক্তধাযা' াষঠয ভধয নদষে 
নক্ষাথথীযা যফীন্দ্রনাষিযয ষে নযনঘনত রাব ওযষফ এফাং ফাাংরা 
নািষওয ভধয রূও এফাং াাংষওনতও শদযাতনা এষষঙ শই ম্পষওথ 
জ্ঞান রাব ওযষফ। 
 
'শঙেঁড়া তায' নািও নফ তষওয ফাাংরা নািযধাযায অনযতভ এওনি 
াংষমাচন। প্রনতফাষদয ষে ষে ভওাষরয ভযা ওীবাষফ নািষও 
উষঠ এষষঙ এই াষঠয ভধয নদষে নক্ষাথথী তায নযঘে াষফ।    
  

Paper –VI ফীযােনা 
শানাযতযী 
নফচাতও 
যফীন্দ্রানুাযী ওনফভাচ 
আধুননও ওনফতা 

ফীযােনা, শানাযতযী, নফচাতওঃ ফাাংরা ওনফতায নফলে-বফনঘেয এফাং 
নান্দননও নফফতথন নক্ষাথথী শমভন ফুছষত াযষফ শতভনন ওনফতা াষঠয 
ভধয নদষে তায াাংসৃ্কনতও শঘতনা ফৃনদ্ধ াষফ। ভধুূদষনয াষত ফাাংরা 
ওনফতায শম ফােঁও ফদর খির তায াঠ 'ফীযােনা'য ভধয নদষে তাযা 
ফুছষত াযষফ। যফীন্দ্র ওাফয ধাযায নফলে-বফনঘেয, তায নফফতথন, যফীন্দ্র 
ওাষফযয নন্দন 'শানাযতযী' এফাং 'নফচাতও' াষঠয ভধয নদষে 
নক্ষাথথীযা জ্ঞান রাব ওযষফ।  
 

 যফীন্দ্রানুাযী ওনফভাচ  আধুননও ওনফতাঃ যফীন্দ্র ভওারীন ওনফয 



ওনফতা াষঠয ভধয নদষে ফাাংরা ওনফতাে যফীন্দ্র প্রবাফ  ্ম্পষওথ 
নক্ষাথথীয ধাযণা স্পষ্ট ষফ। আধুননও ফাাংরা ওনফষদয ওনফতা াষঠ 
যফীন্দ্র যফতথী ফাাংরা ওনফতায উদ্ভফ  নফওা ম্পষওথ নক্ষাথথীযা 
জ্ঞান রাব ওযষফ।   
 
ফাাংরা ওনফতাে নফ তষও শম নফযাি নযফতথন এর আধুননও 
ওনফষদয াষত তা ননফথানঘত ওষেওচন ওনফয ওনফতা াষঠয ভধয 
নদষে নক্ষাথথীযা ফুছষত াযষফ। এই াষঠয পষর ূফথফতথী ওনফষদয 
ষে আধুননও ওনফষদয ওনফতায াথথওয তাযা ফুছষত াযষফ। ফাাংরা 
ওনফতাে শম নতুন ুয এর, নতুন বালা, নতুন ঙন্দ, নতুন ওাফয যীনত 
তা এই াষঠয ভধয নদষে নক্ষাথথীযা ফুছষত াযষফ।      
 

Paper –VII ধােীষদফতা 
দ্মানদীয ভানছ 
চাকযী 
প্রথভ প্রনতশ্রুনত 
শঙাষিাকল্প 
 

ধােীষদফতা, দ্মানদীয ভানছ চাকযীঃ নফ তষওয নতননি প্রধান 
উনযা াষঠয ভধয নদষে নক্ষাথথীযা ফাাংরা উনযা ম্পষওথ জ্ঞান 
রাব ওযষফ। উনযাষ ওীবাষফ যাচনীনত, অথথনীনত আঞ্চনরও চীফন 
ধযা শদে তায নযঘে এঔাষন তাযা াষফ। ূফথফতথী নযানওষদয 
ষে এই নযানওষদয যঘনাযীনতয, নঘন্ত্ায শম নবন্নতা খির এই 
উনযাগুনরয নননফড় াষঠয ভধয নদষে তাযা উরনি ওযষত াযষফ।  
 
প্রথভ প্রনতশ্রুনতঃ জ্ঞানীঠ ুযস্কায প্রাপ্ত ফাগানর নাযী যনঘত এই গ্রন্থ 
াষঠয ভধয নদষে উনন তষওয ফাাংরায নাযীষদয াভানচও অফিা 
ম্পষওথ নক্ষাথথীযা জ্ঞান রাব ওযষফ। 
 
শঙাষিাকল্পঃ ফাাংরা শঙাষিাকষল্পয ূঘনাওার শথষও এওাষরয কল্প াষঠয 
ভধয নদষে নক্ষাথথীযা ফাাংরা কষল্পয নান্দননও নদওনিয ষে ষে তায 
ভষধয প্রওানত ফাাংরায াভানচও ভযাগুনর ম্পষওথ জ্ঞান রাব 
ওযষফ।  

Paper –

VIII 
াংসৃ্কত ানষতযয ইনতা 
প্রনতষফী ানষতযয ইনতা 
ওাফয নচজ্ঞাা 
ানতয 
ানতয- াংসৃ্কনত নফলেও প্রফন্ধ    

াংসৃ্কত ানষতযয ইনতাঃ  নক্ষাথথীযা াংসৃ্কত ানষতযয নফনষ্ট 
যঘনাওাযষদয যঘনায ষে নযনঘত ষফ  এফাং াংসৃ্কত ানষতযয 
প্রবাফ ওীবাষফ ফাাংরা ানষতয ষড়ষঙ শই ম্পষওথ জ্ঞান রাব 
ওযষফ।  
 
ওাফয ম্পষওথ প্রাঘীন বাযষতয বালযওাযষদয নঘন্ত্াধাযা চানা 
প্রষোচন। বাযতীে ওাফযতত্ত্ব না চানষর আভাষদয ানতয আভযা 
নঠওবাষফ নফষেলণ ওযষত াযফ না। নক্ষাথথীযা এই াঠ গ্রণ ওষয 
যফতথীওাষর ইউষযাষয ানতযতত্ত্ব  ষচ ফুছষত াযষফ ।  
 
প্রনতষফী ানষতযয ইনতাঃ  ফাাংরা ানষতযয াাান প্রনতষফী 
ননন্দ ানষতযয কনতপ্রওৃনত চানষত াযষর নক্ষাথথীযা তুরনাভূরও 
ানতয নফঘায ওযষত াযষফ। আধুননও ননন্দ ানতয ওীবাষফ 
নফওনত ষে উঠর, ফাাংরা ানষতযয প্রবাফ ননন্দ ানষতয ষড়ষঙ 
নওনা তা এই াষঠয ভাধযষভ নক্ষাথথীযা ফুছষত াযষফ।  
 
যফীন্দ্রনাথ শুধু ানতযওায নঙষরন না। এওচন যষফত্তা নাষফ 
ানতয ম্পষওথ তােঁয নঘন্ত্াধাযা আভাষদয ফড় ম্পদ। তােঁয ানতয 
নঘন্ত্া াষঠয ভধয নদষে নক্ষাথথীযা যফীন্দ্রনাষথয ানতয ভতফাদ ফুছষত 



াযষফ।  
 
াম্মাননও স্নাতও স্তষয ানতয ম্পষওথ শম জ্ঞান ঙাে-ঙােীযা রাব 
ওষয তাই আন  ভতাভত ানতয-াংসৃ্কনত নফলেও প্রফষন্ধ তাযা 
তা প্রওা ওযষত াযষফ। এই প্রফন্ধ নরঔষনয ভধয নদষে ওীবাষফ 
ানতয- াংসৃ্কনত নফলেও প্রফন্ধ য ঘনা ওযষত ে তাযা তা নঔষত 
াযষফ।  
  

 

B.A./B.Sc General 

Year Paper/Course Course Title Outcomes 

1
st
 Paper -I  ফাাংরা ানষতযয ইনতা 

(আধুননও মুক) 
আধুননও মুষকয ফাাংরা ানষতযয ইনতা ষড় নক্ষাথথীযা 
ফাাংরা ানষতযয নানা নদওগুনরয ষে শে্ভন নযনঘত ষত 
াযষফ, শতভনন আধুননও ফাাংরাষদষয ভাচ, নক্ষা, ধভথ 
ইতযানদ প্রষে অনবত ষত াযষফ।  

Paper- II বফষ্ণফ দাফরী 
ঘতুদথদী ওনফতাফরী  

বফষ্ণফ দাফরীঃ   ভধযমুষকয ফাাংরা ানষতযয অনযতভ 
ধাযায ষে নযনঘত ষে নক্ষাথথীযা ফাাংরা 
কীনতওনফতায প্রথভ মথােনিষও এয ভধয নদষে ফুছষত 
ক্ষভ ষফ।  এওনদষও ধভথ অযনদষও ওাফয, এই 
দুইষেয ভন্বে ভধযমুষকয ফাাংরা ানষতয ওীবাষফ 
ষেষঙ নক্ষাথথীযা বফষ্ণফ দাফরী ষড় তা ফুছষত 
াযষফ।    

 
 ভধুূদষনয ওাফয াষঠয ভধয নদষে আধুননও ফাাংরা ওনফতায 
াংষক শমভন নননফড় নযঘে ষফ, শতভনন ভধুূদষনয ফযনক্তকত 
অনুবফ নক্ষাথথীযা এই ওানফতাগুনরয ভাধযষভ ফুছষত াযষফ।  

Paper -III ফাাংরা প্রফন্ধ 
শদফী শঘৌধুযানী 
কল্পগুচ্ছ 

ফাাংরা প্রফন্ধ ানতয অতযন্ত্ গুরুত্বূণথ এওনি াংরূ। 
শদষফন্দ্রনাথ ঠাওুয, ফনিভঘন্দ্র, যফীন্দ্রনাথ, এ. োষচদ আরী 
এফাং ফষরন্দ্রনাথ ঠাওুষযয প্রফন্ধ াষঠয ভধয নদষে ফাাংরা প্রফন্ধ 
ানষতযয ষে নক্ষাথথীযা নযনঘত ষফ এফাং ভষেয ষে 
এই াংরূষয নফফতথননি ফুছষত াযষফ। ফযনক্তকত এফাং 
নফলেকত প্রফন্ধ াষঠয পষর তােঁষদয জ্ঞাষনয নযনধ ফৃনদ্ধ 
াষফ। 
   
'শদফী শঘৌধুযানী' ফনিভঘষন্দ্রয অনযতভ উনযা। উত্তযফষেয 
আফষ ফনিভঘন্দ্র শম উনযা নরষঔনঙষরন তাষত এওনদষও 
ইনতাষয স্পথ অযনদষও ওানননয আওলথণ আষঙ। 
নক্ষাথথীযা এই াষঠয ভধয নদষে ফনিষভয উনযা তথা ফাাংরা 
উনযাষয প্রথভ ষফথয ষে নযনঘত ষফ।  
 
   যফীন্দ্রনাষথয কল্পগুষচ্ছয ওষেওনি কল্প াষঠয ভধয নদষে 
যফীন্দ্রনাষথয কষল্পয ষে নান্দননও নদষওয ষে নক্ষাথথীযা 
নযনঘত ষফ। ফাাংরা ানষতয শঙািকষল্পয নক্ত এফাং াভথথ 



শওাথাে এই াষঠয ভধয নদষে নক্ষাথথীযা তা উরনি ওযষফ।  

2
nd

 Paper- IV  ঙন্দ 
অরাংওায 
ানষতযয রূযীনত 

ঙন্দঃ ফাাংরা ঙষন্দয ূক্ষ্ম নফলে, নতননি ঙন্দ যীনতয ষে 
নযনঘত ষে নক্ষাথথীযা ফাাংরা ওনফতায নান্দননও 
শৌন্দমথ ফুছষত ক্ষভ ষফ। 

      
ওাফয শফাছায শক্ষষে অরাংওায অনযতভ এওনি নফলে। ওনফতায 
নন্দন এফাং নল্পরূ ফুছষত এই াঠ শমভন ােও ষফ, 
শতভনন আনন্দ শদষফ নফস্তয। 

     
ানষতযয নানা রূযীনত াষঠয ভাধযষভ নক্ষাথথীযা ওনফতা, 
কল্প, উনযা, প্রফষন্ধয  নানা ধযন এফাং এই াংরূগুনরয 
নফষশ্বয নফনবন্ন প্রাষন্ত্ ওী যওভ ানতয ৃনষ্ট ওষযষঙ তায 
নযঘে শষে মাষফ।   

Paper –V ভানী 
রূী ফাাংরা 
নফচথন 

যফীন্দ্রনাষথয প্রথভ মথাষেয ওাফয াষঠয ভধয নদষে যফীন্দ্র 
ওনফতায শৌন্দমথ  াঠাথথীযা উরনি ওযষত াযষফ। এই 
ওাফয াষঠ উনন তষওয শলনদষও ফাাংরা ওাষফযয বফনষ্টয 
ম্পষওথ নক্ষাথথীযা জ্ঞান রাব ওযষফ।   
       
  নফ তষওয অনযতভ ঔযাতওীনতথ ওনফ চীফনানন্দ দাষয 
অনযতভ ওাফয াষঠয ভধয নদষে আধুননও ফাাংরা ওনফতায 
বফনষ্টয, ওনফ চীফনানষন্দয ওাফযবাফনায ষে নক্ষাথথীয 
নযঘে খিষফ। 
  
যফীন্দ্রনাষথয প্রথভ মথাষেয নািয াষঠয ভধয নদষে যফীন্দ্র 
নািষওয শৌন্দমথ  এফাং নফলেফস্তু াঠাথথীযা উরনি ওযষত 
াযষফ। এই নািয াষঠ উনন তষওয শলনদষও ফাাংরা 
নাষিযয বফনষ্টয এফাং যফীন্দ্র নািযনঘন্ত্া ম্পষওথ নক্ষাথথীযা 
জ্ঞান রাব ওযষফ।   
 
 

Paper –VI শদনাানা 
যফীষন্দ্রাত্তয শঙাষিাকল্প  

ফাাংরা শতা ফষিই, বাযতীে উনযাষয শক্ষষে যৎঘন্দ্র এও 
অনযতভ নাভ। 'শদনাানা' যৎঘষন্দ্রয অনযতভ এও উনযা 
শমঔাষন ফাাংরায ানযফানযও এফাং াভানচও নঘে ধযা ষড়ষঙ। 
এওষা ফঙয আষকয ফাাংরায ভাচ এফাং নযফাযগুনরয 
অফিা চানষত এই উনযা াঠ অতযন্ত্ চরুনয। 
 
যফীন্দ্রনাষথয কষল্পয ষে নক্ষাথথীযা প্রথভফষলথই নযনঘত 
ষেষঙ। যফীন্দ্র যফতথী ফাাংরা শঙািকষল্পয ষে নিতীেফষলথ 
তাষদয নযঘে খিষফ। ােঁঘচন নফনষ্ট ফাাংরা শঙাষিাকল্পওায, 
শপ্রষভন্দ্র নভে, তাযাাংওয ফষন্দযাাধযাে, ভাননও ফষন্দযাাধযাে, 
ুষফাধ শখাল এফাং নষযন্দ্রনাথ নভষেয ােঁঘনি প্রনতনননধ িানীে 
কল্প াষঠয ভধয নদষে ফাাংরা শঙাষিা কষল্পয নফলেফস্তু, 
যঘনাযীনত, বালা এফাং ফাাংরা শঙাষিাকল্পধাযায নফফতথননি 
নক্ষাথথীযা ফুছষত াযষফ।   

3
rd

  Paper - VII নযবালা ইউষযাীে ানষতযয নযবালায ষে নক্ষাথথীষদয নযঘে 



প্রুপ াংষাধন 
ানতয নফলেও প্রফন্ধ 
বালাতত্ত্ব 
আন্ত্চথানতও ধ্বননভূরও ফণথভারায নঘহ্ন 
াক্ষাৎওায, নযষািথাচ নরঔন 
নফজ্ঞান যঘনা 
ইাংষযনচ শথষও ফাাংরাে অনুফাদ  

ো অতযন্ত্ প্রষোচন।  এই নযবালাগুনরয ফাাংরা প্রনতব্দ 
ওী তায নযঘে এই াষঠয ভধয নদষে নক্ষাথথীযা রাব ওযষফ।  
 
ননবুথর ভুদ্রষণয চনয প্রুপ াংষাধন নক্ষা ফাাংরা ভুদ্রণ 
ফযফিায উন্ননত খিাষত াষয। নক্ষাথথীযা এই নক্ষা রাব ওষয 
শা নাষফ তা গ্রণ ওযষত াষয।  
 
ফাাংরা বালা  ানতয াষঠয শল ষফথ নক্ষাথথীযা ানতয 
নফলেও প্রফন্ধ যঘনা নক্ষায ভাধযষভ ানতয ম্পষওথ আন 
ভত এফাং অধীত নফদযা প্রষোক এই নফলেনিয ভাধষভ ওযষত 
াযষফ।  
 
ফাাংরা বালায ধ্বননতত্ত্ব এফাং রূতষত্ত্বয নওঙু নফলে বালাতষত্ত্বয 
এই াষঠয ভাধযষভ নক্ষাথথীযা জ্ঞান রাব ওযষফ। ফাাংরা বালায 
ধ্বননকত এফাং আঞ্চনরও রূষবষদয নফলেগুনর ম্পষওথ তাযা 
বালাতষত্ত্বয এই াঠ শথষও চানষত াযষফ।  
 
ফাাংরা বালাে শওান শরঔাষও নবন্নবালীয ওাষঙ নঠও 
উচ্চাযষণ ওীবাষফ উিানত ওযা ে তায বালানফজ্ঞানম্মত 
ঘঘথা এই াষঠয ভাধষভ নক্ষাথথী জ্ঞান রাব ওযষফ। নফলেনি 
শাকত শক্ষষে ঔুফ প্রষোচনীে। তাই এই াঠ তাষদয 
ওাষঙ শা গ্রষণয ুষমাক বতনয ওযষত াষয।  
 
কণভাধষভ ঘাওনযয চনয াক্ষাৎওায গ্রণ এফাং প্রনতষফদন 
প্রস্তুনতয নক্ষা অতযন্ত্ চরুনয। উমুক্তবাষফ এই নক্ষা রাব 
ওযষর কণভাধযষভ ঘাওনযয ুষমাক খিষফ।  
      নফজ্ঞান যঘনা বতনযয নক্ষা নফনবন্ন নফজ্ঞান াংিাে 
ওভথাংিাষনয ুষমাক ওষয নদষত াষয। অতযন্ত্ আওলথণীে এই 
শাে নক্ষাথথী তায ৃচনীরতায নফওা খিাষত াষয।  
         অনুফাদ নক্ষা আধুননও মুষকয গুরুত্বূণথ এওনি 
নদও। দক্ষ অনুফাদও নানা শক্ষষে শা নাষফ এই নক্ষায 
পষর ঘাওনয শষত াষয এফাং আন ৃচনীরতায নফওা 
খিাষত াষয।         
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Year/Semest

er 

Paper/Course Course Title Outcomes 

1st 

Sermester 

Course: 101/1 

& 101/2 
ফাাংরা ানষতযয ইনতাঃ ১০ভ 
শথষও ২০ তও 

ফাাংরা ানষতযয  আনদ মুক শথষও আধুননও ওার মথন্ত্  
াভনগ্রও নযঘে নক্ষাথথীযা এঔাষন রাব ওযষফ। ওীবাষফ 
ফাাংরা ানষতযয নফফতথন ষেষঙ, তায বালারূ এফাং 
ানষতযয পভথ ওীবাষফ ফদষর শকষঙ শই ম্পষওথ এওনি 
নফস্তানযত নফফযণ তাযা রাব ওযষফ। শই ষে ফেষদষয 
ভাচ, ধভথ, যাষ্ট্র ফযফিায নযফতথন তাযা ফুছষত াযষফ। 



আধুননও ফাাংরা ানষতযয ফহু ফযপ্ত নদওনিয নযঘে নক্ষাথথীযা 
এয শথষও শষে মাষফ।  

 Course: 102/1 

& 102/2 
ঘমথাকীনত, শ্রীওৃষ্ণওীতথন, 
বঘতনযঘনযতাভৃত, বফষ্ণফ দাফরী। 
 
শওাঘনফায যাচবায ানতয, ভানণও 
দষত্তয ঘণ্ডীভের, চকজ্জীফন শখালাষরয 
ভনাভের, শকাানীভের  

প্রাঘীন এফাং ভধয মুষকয ফাাংরা ানষতযয নননফড় াঠ এই 
শওাষথয ভাধযষভ নক্ষাথথীযা রাব ওযষফ। ফাাংরা শদষয ধভথ 
ননবথয ানষতযয ভাধযষভ প্রঘনরত ধভথ ঘমথায নদওগুনর ম্পষওথ 
নক্ষাথথীযা এঔাষন অফনত ষফ। প্রাঘীন ফাাংরায ানতয 
ননদথন নাষফ ঘমথাকীনতয াঠ প্রষোচন। এয বালা, াধন 
প্রণারী, শই ভষেয ফাগানর চীফন ম্পষওথ নক্ষাথথীযা জ্ঞান 
রাব ওযষফ।  আনদ ভধযমুষকয ফাাংরা ানষতযয নযঘে খিষফ 
শ্রীওৃষ্ণওীতথন াষঠয ভধয নদষে। এই ভষেয ফাাংরা বালায 
ষে শমভন নক্ষাথথীষদয নযঘে খিষফ শতভনন নতুন মুষকয 
ওাষফযয নফলে এফাং নরঔন বরীয নযঘে তাযা াষফ।  
ফাাংরায চীফনই ানষতযয অনযতভ 'বঘতনযঘনযতাভৃত' াষঠয 
ভধয নদষে এওনদষও বঘতনয চীফন ওথা অনযনদষও বফষ্ণফ 
তষত্ত্বয ফযাঔযা ফুছষত াযষফ।  ফাাংরায ধভথ েীত ওীবাষফ 
ওনফতা ষে ষঠ, ওীবাষফ ফযনক্তকত উচ্চাযণ ধভথকীনতয 
ভষধয াো মাে তানত্ত্বওনদও এই নফলেগুনর ঙাে-
ঙােীষদয ভধযমুষকয ওাষফযয াংষক নযঘে খনিষে শদষফ।   
 
যাচবায ৃষ্ঠষালওতাে ফাাংরা ানষতযয শম নফওা খষিনঙর 
তায এওনি নফসৃ্তত নফফযণ শওাঘনফায যাচবায ানতযঘঘথা 
াষঠয ভধয নদষে নক্ষাথথীষদয স্পষ্ট ধাযণা ষফ। এয ষেই 
'শকাানীভের' ানতয াষঠয ভধয নদষে আঞ্চনরও ানষতযয 
নননফড় াঠ তাষদয ানতয াঠষও ভৃদ্ধ ওযষফ। উত্তযফষেয 
ভনাভের এফাং ঘণ্ডীভের ানতয শম ওতঔানন ভৃদ্ধ নঙর  
তা এই ওাফয ষড় নক্ষাথথীযা ফুছষত াযষফ।    

 Course: 103/1 

& 103/2  
ঈশ্বয গুষপ্তয ওনফতাফরী, শভখনাদফধ 
ওাফয, াযদাভের, শভানতরাষরয শেষ্ঠ 
ওনফতা। 
 
চীফনানন্দ দা, ফুদ্ধষদফ ফু, নফষু্ণ 
শদ এফাং ুবাল ভুষঔাাধযাষেয   শেষ্ঠ 
ওনফতা ।   

ফাাংরা ওনফতায আধুননও মুক এফাং তায ূফথফতথী ওনফষদয 
ভধযফতথী ঈশ্বয গুপ্ত। তােঁয ওনফতাে ওীবাষফ ভওার ধযা ড়র 
আয আধুননওতায ফাতথা এর এই াষঠয ভাধযষভ তা নক্ষাথথীযা 
ফুছষত াযষফ। ভধুূদষনয াষত ফাাংরা ওনফতায কনতথ 
ফদষর শকর তােঁয ৃষ্ট নতুন পভথ এফাং নঘন্ত্া-শঘতনায ভধয 
নদষে। নক্ষাথথীযা ভধুূদষনয ওাফয াষঠয ভধয নদষে নতুন 
মুষকয ওনফতা ফুছষত াযষফ। ফাাংরা কীনতওনফতায প্রথভ 
ষফথয ওনফ নফাযীরাষরয ওাফয াষঠয ভাধযষভ ফাাংরা ওাষফয 
ফযনক্তকত উচ্চাযণ নক্ষাথথীযা অনুবফ ওযষত াযষফ। এই 
ওাফযপ্রফা নফওনত ষে শভানতরাষর ওীবাষফ এর, নফষদী 
দাথননষওয প্রবাফ ফাাংরা ওনফতাে ওী ঙা শপরর তা 
নক্ষাথথীযা এই শওাষথয ওাফযগুনর ষড় ফুছষত াযষফ।  
 

 

   নফ তষওয ফাাংরা ওনফতাে নতুন ুয ননষে এষরন 
চীফনানন্দ দা, ফুদ্ধষদফ, ফু, নফষু্ণ শদ, ুবাল ভুষঔাাধযাষেয 
ভষতা ওনফযা। এই ওনফষদয প্রষতযষওয ফযনক্তকত বফনষ্টয আষঙ 
তােঁষদয ওনফতাে। ফাাংরা ওনফতায আধুননওতায চেমাো 
এেঁষদয াষতই। এেঁষদয শেষ্ঠ ওনফতাগুনর াষঠয ভাধষভ 
নক্ষাথথীযা আধুননও ফাাংরা ানষতযয এওিা নযঘে শষে 
মাষফ।   



 

    

2nd Semester Course: 201/1 

& 201/2 

বালা নফজ্ঞান  ফাাংরা বালা আধুননও বালানফজ্ঞাষনয নযঘে শষত এই শওাথনি অতযন্ত্ 
চরুনয। াযা নফষশ্বয বালানফজ্ঞাষনয নফনবন্ন ভতগুনর শমভন 
নক্ষাথথীযা ফুছষত াযষফ শতভনন ফাাংরা বালাষও আধুননও   
বালানফজ্ঞাষনয আষরাষও ফুছষত াযষফ। ফাাংরা ধ্বননতত্ত্ব, 
রূতত্ত্ব, উবালা, প্রনতষফী বালায ষে ফাাংরা বালায ম্পওথ 
এই শওাষথয ভাধযষভ নক্ষাথথীযা ফুছষত াযষফ।  

 Course: 202/1 

& 202/2 
যাভতনু রানড়ী  তৎওারীন  
ফেভাচ 
নফনফধ প্রফন্ধঃ ফনিভঘন্দ্র 
ওারান্ত্যঃ যফীন্দ্রনাথ ঠাওুয 
ফতথভান বাযতঃ স্বাভী নফষফওানন্দ  
 
ননফথানঘত প্রফন্ধ 
প্রভথ শঘৌধুযী 
অন্নদাাংওয যাে 
আফু েীদ আইেুফ 
শকাার ারদায 

উনন তষও ফাাংরা প্রফন্ধ ানষতযয শম ূঘনা খির তা 
ওীবাষফ নফওনত ষে ফহুধা নফসৃ্তত র তায নযঘে এই 
শওাষথয ভাধযষভ নক্ষাথথী শষে  মাষফ। 
 নফনাথ াস্ত্রীয নফঔযাত ফই 'যাভতনু রানড়ী  তৎওারীন 
ফে ভাচ' গ্রন্থনি এওাধাষয ইনতা, ভাচ, ধভথ , নক্ষা 
ইতযানদয দনরর। ুরনরত বালাে এই গ্রন্থ াষঠয ভধয নদষে 
নক্ষাথথীযা ফেষদষয এও নফষল ওাষরয নযঘে রাব 
ওযষফ। 
 ফনিভঘন্দ্র ফাাংরা প্রফন্ধ াংরূষ এও অনযতভ নাভ । তােঁয 
'নফনফধ প্রফন্ধ' াষঠ ঙােঙােীযা শওাষরয প্রফষন্ধয নানা 
নফলষেয ষে নযনঘত ষফ। ফাাংরা বালা, ফাাংরা ভাষরাঘনা 
ানতয, ফাাংরা শদষয ভাচ ইতযানদ াষঠয ভধয নদষে 
ভওাষরয নানা নফলষে জ্ঞান রাব ওযষফ। 
 
'ওারান্ত্য' যফীন্দ্রনাষথয ভাচ যাষ্ট্র ম্পনওথত নঘন্ত্া বাফনায 
পর। এই াষঠয পষর প্রাফনন্ধও যফীন্দ্রনাষথয ষে 
নক্ষাথথীষদয নযঘে খিষফ। তােঁয উদায, ভুক্ত ভষনয মুনক্তগুনর 
আভাষদয ভাষচয অেনতগুনরষও নঘননষে শদে। এই 
মুনক্তগুনর ঙাে-ঙােীষদয নঘন্ত্ায চকৎ নফসৃ্তত ওযষফ। 
 
নফষফওানষন্দয ওাষঙ বাযতফষলথয শম রূ ধযা ষড়নঙর তায 
নযঘে 'ফতথভান বাযত' প্রফন্ধ াষঠয ভধয নদষে নক্ষাথথীযা 
াষফ।    

   
ফাাংরা প্রফন্ধ ানষতয প্রভথ শঘৌধুযী, অন্নদাাংওয যাে,  
আফু েীদ আইেুফ এফাং শকাার ারদায তােঁষদয নঘন্ত্াধাযা 
যঘনাযীনতয চনয নফঔযাত ষে আষঙন। এই ঘাযচন 
প্রাফনন্ধষওয নবন্ন নফলষে শরঔা প্রফন্ধগুনর াষঠয ভধয নদষে 
ফাাংরা প্রফন্ধ ানতয এফাং এেঁষদয দথষনয ষে নক্ষাথথীযা 
নযনঘত ষফ। ফাাংরা ানষতযয নক্ষাথথীষদয এই প্রফন্ধগুনর 
অফয াঠয।  

 Course: 203/1 

& 203/2  
ধফায এওাদীঃ দীনফনু্ধ নভে 
নফল্বভেরঃ নকনযঘন্দ্র শখাল 
নূ যচাানঃ নিষচন্দ্ররার যাে 
শদফীকচথনঃ নফচন বট্টাঘামথ 
 
তস্বী  তযনেনীঃ ফুদ্ধষদফ ফু 

  ফাাংরা নািষওয প্রথভ ফথ শথষও নফ তষওয নিতীোধথ 
মথন্ত্ ভেওাষরয ৮নি ফাাংরা প্রন এফাং নািষওয নননফড় 
াষঠয ুষমাক াষফ নক্ষাথথীযা। দীনফনু্ধ নভষেয প্রন 
'ধফায এওাদী' াষঠয ভধয নদষে শওাষরয ফাাংরায নকয 
চীফষনয ভাচ ম্পষওথ অফনত ষত াযষফ নক্ষাথথীযা। নফয 
ননক্ষত মুফভাষচয ভ্রষ্টাঘায শমভন এঔাষন উষঠ এষষঙ 



ঘােঁদ ফনণষওয ারাঃ মু্ভ নভে 
এফাং ইন্দ্রনচৎঃ ফাদর যওায 
তক্ষওঃ ভষনাচ নভে  

শতভনন খষযয নাযীষদয চীফষনয অােতায ওথা এঔাষন 
ধযা ষড়ষঙ। 'নফল্বভের' নকনয শখাষলয অনযতভ নািও। 
ফাাংরা নািষও নকনযঘষন্দ্রয গুরুত্ব শওাষরয ফাগানরয 
নািযরুনঘ এই াষঠয ভধয নদষে নক্ষাথথী ফুছষত াযষফ। 
নিষচন্দ্ররাষরয নফঔযাত ঐনতানও নািওগুনরয অনযতভ 
'নূযচাান' াষঠ ফাাংরা ঐনতানও নািষওয ষে নযনঘনত 
আয নিষচন্দ্র নািয প্রনতবায নযঘে রাব ওযষফ নক্ষাথথীযা।  
যফতথী ওাষরয 'শদফীকচথন' নািষও নফচন বট্টাঘাষমথয 
নািযনরী এফাং ফাাংরা নািষওয নফলেফস্তুয নফফতথষনয নযঘে 
ঙাে-ঙােীযা াষফ।  
 
নফ তষওয ফাাংরা নািষওয শম নফযাি নযফতথন এর ঘাযচন 
নফঔযাত নািযওাষযয নািও াষঠয ভধয নদষে তায নযঘে 
এঔাষন াো মাষফ। ফুদ্ধষদফ ফুয ুযাণ ননবথয নািও 
'তনস্বনী  তযনেনী'য ভধয ফাাংরা নািষও ওীবাষফ ুযাষণয 
নফবালয যনঘত র শই ষে নািষওয ভষধয ওাফয ুলভা এফাং 
অননয নািযনরীয ষে নক্ষাথথীযা নযনঘত ষত াযষফ। মু্ভ 
নভষেয অননয ৃনষ্ট 'ঘােঁদ ফনণষওয ারা'ে ফাাংরা নািষওয নদও 
ফদর খষিষঙ। মু্ভ নভষেয নািয নঘন্ত্ায ষে নযঘষেয পষর 
ফাাংরা নািষওয ফহু নফসৃ্তত শক্ষেষও তাযা ফুছষত াযষফ। 
ফাদর যওায এফাং ভষনাচ নভষেয নািও াষঠয ভধয নদষে  
ফাাংরা নািষওয বরীয নফফতথন ফুছষত াযষফ। থাডথ নথষেিায, 
অযফাডথ নািও ইতযানদ ম্পষওথ নক্ষাথথীযা জ্ঞান রাব ওযষফ। 

    

3rd Semester Course: 301/1 

& 301/2 

প্রাঘীন বাযতীে ওাফযতত্ত্ব 
অযানযস্টিষরয ওাফযতত্ত্ব 
ানষতযয ষথঃ যফীন্দ্রনাথ 
শযাভানিও ওাফযতত্ত্ব 
 
ানতয ভাষরাঘনায যীনত দ্ধনত 
ানতয ভাষরাঘনায ওষেওনি 
ভতফাদ 
ফাাংরা ভাষরাঘনা ানতয  

ওাফয ম্পষওথ প্রাঘীন বাযষতয বালযওাযষদয নঘন্ত্াধাযা চানা 
প্রষোচন। বাযতীে ওাফযতত্ত্ব না চানষর আভাষদয ানতয 
আভযা নঠওবাষফ নফষেলণ ওযষত াযফ না। য, ধ্বনন 
ইতযানদ নযবালা শওান শওান শক্ষষে ানষতয ফযফায ওযা 
মাে তা এই াষঠ শফাছা মাষফ। ইউষযাীে ানতযতষত্ত্বয 
প্রথভ ষফথয প্রফক্তা অযানযস্টিষরয ওাফযতত্ত্ব ষড় এওনদষও  
ইউষযাীে ানতযতষত্ত্বয ষে নযঘে অনযনদষও বাযতীে 
ওাফযতষত্ত্বয ষে এয দৃনষ্টবনেচননত প্রষবদ নক্ষাথথীযা ফুছষত 
াযষফ। যফীন্দ্রনাথ  শুধু ানতযওায নঙষরন না। এওচন 
যষফত্তা নাষফ ানতয ম্পষওথ তােঁয নঘন্ত্াধাযা আভাষদয ফড় 
ম্পদ। তােঁয ানতয নঘন্ত্ায অনযতভ গ্রন্থ 'ানষতযয ষথ' 
াষঠয ভধয নদষে নক্ষাথথীযা যফীন্দ্রনাষথয ানতয ভতফাদ 
ফুছষত াযষফ।   
 

 Course: 302/1 

& 302/2 
যফীন্দ্র ানতয 
নঘো 
শঔো 
ফরাওা 
ুনশ্চ 
 
খষয ফাইষয 
যক্তওযফী 

এই শওাথনিয  ভধয নদষে যফীন্দ্র ানষতযয  নানা নদষওয ষে 
ঙাে-ঙােীযা নযনঘত ষত াযষফ। ওনফ যফীন্দ্রনাষথয চীফষনয 
নফনবন্ন ভষেয ঘাযনি ওাফয ষড় যফীন্দ্রওাফযধাযা ম্পষওথ 
ভযও ধাযণা রাব ওযষফ। প্রথভ নদষওয ওাফয 'নঘো' াষঠয 
ভাধযষভ যফীন্দ্রনাষথয শৌন্দমথ শঘতনায নযঘে াষফ। 
        'শঔো' 'কীতাঞ্জনর-কীনতভারয' াষঠয প্রষফ থ। এই 
ওনফতাগুনরয ষে নক্ষাথথীষদয নযঘে যফীন্দ্রওাফযষঘতনাষও 
ফুছষত াাময ওযষফ।  



চীফনসৃ্মনত 
ভানুষলয ধভথ   

             'ফরাওা' যফীন্দ্রনাষথয ওাফযধাযায অনযতভ 
ওাফয। প্রথভ নফশ্বমুষদ্ধয ভেওায যফীন্দ্রনাষথয নঘন্ত্ায প্রওা 
নক্ষাথথীযা এই াষঠ ফুছষত াযষফ।  যফীন্দ্রওাষফযয ফােঁও 
ফদষরয নযঘে 'ফরাওা' াষঠয ভাধযষভ নক্ষাথথীযা  ফুছষত 
াযষফ।  
          যফীন্দ্র ওনফতাে কদযঙষন্দয ফযফায ওীবাষফ খষিষঙ, 
ওীবাষফ আিষৌয চীফষনয নঘে যনঘত ষেষঙ তায নযঘে 
'ুনশ্চ' ওাফয াষঠয ভাধযষভ নক্ষাথথীযা চানষত াযষফ।   
 
 
উনযা, নািও, আত্মচীফনী এফাং প্রফন্ধ ঘাযনি াংরূষয 
ঘাযনি প্রনতনননধ িানীে যঘনা ষড় নক্ষাথথীযা যফীন্দ্রনাষথয 
ৃনষ্টয বফনঘেয ফুছষত াযষফ। যফীন্দ্র উনযাষ ওীবাষফ 
ভওার এফাং যাচনীনত এষষঙ, ওীবাষফ উনযাষয যঘনা 
যীনতয ফদর ষচ্ছ তা শফাছা মাষফ এই াষঠ। 'যক্তওযফী' 
যফীন্দ্র নাষিযয এও অনযতভ নাভ এই াঠ এওনদষও ঙাে-
ঙােীষদয নতুন নািয ৃচন, যফীন্দ্রনাষথয নঘন্ত্ায কবীযতা আয 
রূওবাফনা শঔাষফ। 'যক্তওযফী' াঠ নক্ষাথথীষদয ানতয 
াষঠয নতুন নদও ঔুষর শদষফ। যফীন্দ্রনাষথয ওনফ ষে ঠায 
ওাননন আষঙ 'চীফনসৃ্মনত'শত। এওনি আত্মচীফনী শম ওতঔানন 
কবীয বাষফয শদযাতও ষে উঠষত াষয ঙাে-ঙােীযা এই 
াষঠ শিা উরনি ওযষত াযষফ। যফীন্দ্রনঘন্ত্ায অনযতভ 
প্রওা তােঁয অাভানয যঘনা 'ভানুষলয ধভথ'। ভওারষও 
অফরম্বন ওষয এও নফশ্বচনীন নঘন্ত্া ওীবাষফ ওাষরাত্তথীণ ষে 
ষঠ তা এঔাষন প্রওা শষেষঙ। এই াঠ যফীন্দ্রনাষথয 
ভনষনয চকৎষও ফুছষত াাময ওযষফ।    



 Course: 303/1 

& 303/2  
যাচনাংঃ ফনিভঘন্দ্র 
শ্রীওান্ত্ঃ যৎঘন্দ্র 
নততা এওনি নদীয নাভঃ অনিত 
ভল্লফভথণ 
কড় শ্রীঔণ্ডঃ অনভেবূলণ 
 
কল্পগুচ্ছঃ যফীন্দ্রনাথ 
ননফথানঘত কল্পঃ শপ্রষভন্দ্র নভে, আাূণথা 
শদফী, নাযােণ কষোাধযাে 

 

     ঘাযনি নবন্ন ভষেয ফাাংরা উনযাষয াষঠয ভধয নদষে 
ফাাংরা উনযাষয বফনঘেয শফাছা মাষফ এই শওাষথয ভাধযষভ। 
ফনিভঘষন্দ্রয 'যাচনাং' াষঠয ভধয নদষে উনন তষওয 
ফাাংরা উনযাষয অফিান এফাং প্রওৃনত শফাছা মাষফ।  
যৎঘষন্দ্রয নফঔযাত 'শ্রীওান্ত্' উনযা এওনদষও যৎঘষন্দ্রয 
ভষতা চননপ্রে নযানষওয াষঠ নক্ষাথথীযা ভৃদ্ধ ষফ 
অযনদষও ফাাংরায ভাচভানষয নযঘে এঔাষন াো 
মাষফ।  ফাাংরায প্রান্ত্চষনয ওথা ফাাংরা ানষতয ওীবাষফ উষঠ 
এষষঙ, 'নততা এওনি নদীয নাভ' উনযাষ তায নযঘে 
ঙােযা াষফ। আঞ্চনরও উনযাষয নফলে বফনঘেয নননদথষ্ট 
চনষকাষ্ঠীয চীফষনয নানা ওথাে ভৃদ্ধ এই উনযা াষঠ 
ঙাে-ঙােীযা নফষলবাষফ জ্ঞান রাব ওযষফ। ফাাংরা উনযাষ 
অনভেবূলণ ভচুভদায ননঃষন্দষ এও ফযনতক্রভী নাভ। অননয 
যঘনা বরী এফাং কবীয নঘন্ত্া ভৃদ্ধ নফলেফস্তু তােঁয উনযাষয 
বফনষ্টয। 'কড়শ্রীঔণ্ড' াষঠ নক্ষাথথীযা স্বাধীনতা যফতথী ফাাংরা 
উনযাষয ম্পষওথ নফষলবাষফ অফনত ষত াযষফ।  
 
যফীন্দ্রনাথ শথষও নাযােণ কষোাধযাে ঘাযচন কল্পওাষযয 
কল্পাঠ নক্ষাথথীষদয ফাাংরা শঙািকষল্পয নফফতথননি ফুছষত 
াাময ওযষফ। যফীন্দ্রনাষথয কষল্পয নফযাি বাণ্ডায, শপ্রষভন্দ্র 
নভষেয কষল্পয ভষধয ফাাংরা কষল্পয ফােঁও ফদষরয নদওগুনর -- 
এই াষঠয ভধয নদষে ঙােযা ফুছষত াযষফ। আাূণথা শদফীয 
কষল্প নাযীয ওণ্ঠস্বয তাযা শমভন উরনি ওযষত াযষফ 
শতভনন নাযােণ কষোাধযাষেয কষল্পয ভষধয ভষেয প্রনতষফদন 
তাযা শদঔষত াষফ।  

    

4th Semester Course: 401/1 

& 401/2 

নফষল ে 
উনযা  শঙািকল্প 
উনযা  শঙািকষল্পয তানত্ত্বও  
ঐনতানও আষরাঘনা 

উনযা  শঙাষিাকষল্পয তানত্ত্বও আষরাঘনাে ওথাানষতযয 
তত্ত্বকতনদওগুনর ম্পষওথ নক্ষাথথীযা চানষত াযষফ।   
ওথাানষতযয ইনতা, ফাাংরা উনযা  শঙাষিাকষল্পয 
তানত্ত্বও  ঐনতানও মথাষরাঘনা তাষদয নফদযাঘঘথাষও ভৃদ্ধ 
ওযষফ।  

 Course: 402/1 

& 402/2 
ঘতুযেঃ যফীন্দ্রনাথ 
ুতুরনাষঘয ইনতওথাঃ ভাননও 
ফষন্দযাাধযাে 
শঢােঁড়াইঘনযত ভানঃ তীনাথ বাদুড়ী 
অন্ত্ঃীরাঃ ধূচথনিপ্রাদ ভুষঔাাধযাে 
ােঁুরী ফােঁষওয উওথাঃ তাযাাংওয 
ফষন্দযাাধযাে 
ভাওাষরয যষথয শখাড়াঃ ভষয ফু 
ষথয ােঁঘারীঃ নফবূনতবূলণ 
ফষন্দযাাধযাে 
শঔাোফনাভাঃ আঔতারুজ্জাভান ইনরো 
 

ফাাংরা উনযাষয  ভধযওায ওষেওনি নফঔযাত উনযা াষঠয 
ভধয নদষে ফাাংরা উনযাষয নফফতথন নক্ষাথথীযা ফুছষত 
াযষফ।  
যফীন্দ্রনাথ শথষও শুরু ওষয এওাষরয আঔতারুজ্জাভান মথন্ত্ 
ভষেয উনযা াষঠয ভধয নদষে নক্ষাথথীযা  ভৃদ্ধ ষফ।  
 ফাাংরা উনযাষয নানারূষয ষে নযঘষেয পষর 
যফতথীওাষর শমষওান উনযা াষঠয শক্ষষে তাযা ননষচযাই 
নননফড় াষঠ ভৃদ্ধ ষে আন ভন্ত্ফয াংষমাচন ওযষত ভথথ 
ষফ।  স্বাধীনতা যফতথী ফাাংরা উনযাষয নযঘে এই াষঠয 
ভধয নদষে ষফ। ফাাংরাষদষয  উনযা াষঠয পষর ফাাংরা 
উনযাষয আয এওনি ধাযায ষে তাষদয নযঘে খিষফ।  



 Course: 403/1 

& 403/2  
শেষ্ঠকল্পঃ  
ভাননও ফষন্দযাাধযাে, তাযাাংওয 
ফষন্দযাাধযাে, নষযন্দ্রনাথ নভে এফাং 
দীষন্দ্রনাথ ফষন্দযাাধযাষেয ননফথানঘত 
কল্প 
ুষফাধ শখাষলয শেষ্ঠ কল্প 
নফভর ওষযয ননফথানঘত কল্প 
শচযানতনযন্দ্র নন্দীয ননফথানঘত কল্প 
ভাষশ্বতা শদফীয ননফথানঘত কল্প 
 

 

ফাাংরা শঙাষিাকষল্পয  নফঔযাত কল্পওাযষদয শেষ্ঠ কল্পগুনর াষঠয 
ভধয নদষে নক্ষাথথীযা ফাাংরা শঙািকষল্পয নফফতথননি ফুছষত 
াযষফ। নফ তষওয ফাাংরা শঙািকষল্পয শম নফলে-বফনঘেয, 
নানা ভুঔী বাফনাে তায প্রওা এই াষঠয ভধয নদষে তাযা তা 
ফুছষত াযষফ।  
এওএওচন শরঔষওয এও এও বাফনায প্রওা ওীবাষফ 
ফাাংরা শঙাষিাকল্পষও ভৃদ্ধ ওষযষঙ তায নফসৃ্তত নযঘে এই 
াষঠয ভধয নদষে খিষফ।  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 



 

Ananda Chandra College, Jalpaiguri 

Department of Botany 

 

Programme Specific Outcomes  

Programme offered 
by the Department 

Outcomes 

B.Sc Honours 
(1+1+1) 

PSO1. Students will acquire knowledge about the biodiversity 
of Algae, Fungi and Archegoniate including Bryophytes, 
Pteridophytes and Gymnosperms and learn about their 
ecological and economical importance. 

PSO2.The student will fascinate to learn the details of 
morphological, anatomical and embryological behaviour of 
angiosperms and learn about the phylogeny with taxonomic 
hierarchy for identification of angiosperms. 

PSO3. Students will enhance their knowledge towards 
environment, ecosystems, natural resources, biodiversity and   
conservation. They also improved their skill regarding 
industrial and environmental microbiology for sustainable 
development. 

PSO4. Students will develop special skill with computer 
programming, statistics and biology with big data to learn 
basic structural and functional properties of proteins, genomes, 
genes, etc. They will also gain the basic knowledge of 
biotechnology, mushroom culture technology, pharmaceutical 
and economic botany. 

PSO5. Students will understand the structure details of genetic 
material and learning the whole Central Dogma mechanism. 
They will also learn the chromosomal behaviour, mutation, 
and evolutionary genetics. 

B.Sc General 

(1+1+1) 

Students will understand the basic concept of plant diversity 
ecology, anatomy, hysiology, embryology and taxonomy. 
They also build their knowledge about recent trends such as 
biotechnology, mushroom culture technology, herbal 
technology, pharmaceutical and economic botany. They will 
become aware about the plant diversity at the ecosystem level, 
values and uses of biodiversity, loss of biodiversity and 
different organizations associated with biodiversity 
management and conservation. Learn the importance of 
forestry in different commercial aspects like alcoholic 



beverages, wood, avenue trees, ornamental plants, fruits and 
nuts for human welfare. The students will also develop skill in 
the industrial and environmental microbiology. 

Course Outcomes : 

           B.Sc. Honours  

Year 
Course 
Code 

Course Title Outcomes  

PART-
I 

Paper- I 
(Th.) 

Phycology, Mycology, 
Bryology, Pteridology 

Learning the biodiversity and structural 
variation of algal and fungal species with 
respect to various phyla. Understanding 
the biodiversity of Archegoniate 
including Bryophytes and Pteridophytes. 

Paper- II 
(Th.) 

Gymnosperm, 
Palaeobotany, 

Morphology, Anatomy 

Understanding the biodiversity of 
Gymnosperm and the science of ancient 
environments. Learning the fundamental 
relevance of morphological and 
anatomical study of plant body. 

Paper- III 
(Practical.) 

Corresponding to Paper- 
I and Paper- II 

Corresponding to Paper- I and Paper- II 

PART-
II 

Paper- IV 
(Th.) 

Systematics of 
Angiosperms, 

Utilization of Plants, 
Ecology, Plant 

Geography 

Learning the phylogeny with taxonomic 
hierarchy for identification of 
angiosperms. Also acquired knowledge 
about biosystematics related to taxonomy. 
Fascinate to learn the functional 
ecosystems which regulate the 
relationship with other organisms and 
known all aspects of plant distribution. 

Paper- V 
(Th.) 

Cell Biology, Plant 
Biochemistry 

Learning the structural behaviour of bio 
molecules and explore different cell 
organelle with cell division. The student 
will understand the mechanism of 
photosynthesis and Respiration. They get 
acquire knowledge about carbohydrate, 
lipid, and nitrogen metabolisms including 
different signal-transduction cascade. 

Paper- VI 
(Practical.) 

Corresponding to Paper- 
IV and Paper- V 

Corresponding to Paper- IV and Paper- V 

PART-
III 

Paper- VII 
(Th.) 

Genetics, Plant 
Breeding, Molecular 

Biology 

Learning Mendel’s laws of inheritance. 
Also, know about chromosomal variation, 
extra chromosomal inheritance, 
chromosomal behaviour, mutation, and 
evolutionary genetics. Understanding in 
details the central dogma of molecular 
biology through replication, transcription 
and translation. 

Paper- VIII 
(Th.) 

Plant Physiology, 
Biostatics 

Learning the biological and chemical 
processes of an individual plant cell. The 



students will learn about the hypothesis of   
basic statistical tests in large sample also 
helps to understand the fundamentals of 
probability and its distribution. 

Paper- IX 
(Th.) 

Microbiology, Plant 
Pathology, Plant 
Biotechnology 

Understanding the Microbial world 
including virus and bacteria. Learning the 
structural variation of various fungal 
species from different phylum with their 
biotechnological application in different 
aspects and acquired knowledge about the 
plant pathogen. Learning the development 
of new plant traits or varieties that are 
used in biotechnological application in 
different field. 

Paper- X 
(Practical.) 

Genetics, Plant 
Breeding, Plant 

Physiology, Biostatics 

Corresponding to Paper- VII and Paper- 
VIII 

Paper- XI 
(Practical.) 

Microbiology, Plant 
Pathology 

Corresponding to Paper- IX 

          

         

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Course Outcomes 

           B.Sc General  

Year 
Course 
Code 

Course Title Outcomes  

PART-
I 

Paper- I 
(Th.) 

Diversity of microbes 
and Cryptogams 

Understanding the Systematic, extensive 
knowledge about the morphological and 
anatomical diversity of Microbes, Algae, 
Fungi and Archegoniate and learn about 
their ecological and economical 
importance. 

Paper- II 
(Th.) 

Diversity of seed plants 
and their systematics; 

Anatomy 

Fascinate to learn the functional 
ecosystems which regulate the 
relationship with other organisms and 
known all aspects of plant distribution. 
Learning the fundamental relevance of 
morphological and anatomical study of 
plant body. 

Paper- III 
(Practical.) 

Corresponding to Paper- 
I and Paper- II 

Corresponding to Paper- I and Paper- II 

PART-
II 

Paper- IV 
(Th.) 

Cell Biology and 
Genetics 

Learning the structural behaviour of bio 
molecules and explore different cell 
organelle with cell division. Learning 
Mendel’s laws of inheritance. Also, 
know about chromosomal variation, 
extra chromosomal inheritance, 
chromosomal behaviour, mutation, and 
evolutionary genetics. 

Paper- V 
(Th.) 

Plant Physiology and 
Biochemistry, Ecology, 

Plant Geography 

The student will understand the 
mechanism of photosynthesis and 
Respiration. They get acquire knowledge 
about carbohydrate, lipid, and nitrogen 
metabolisms including different signal-
transduction cascade. Fascinate to learn 
the functional ecosystems which regulate 
the relationship with other organisms 
and known all aspects of plant 
distribution. 

Paper- VI 
(Practical.) 

Corresponding to Paper- 
IV and Paper- V 

Corresponding to Paper- IV and Paper- 
V 



PART-
III 

Paper- VII 
(Th.) 

Plant Pathology, Plant 
Biotechnology, Plant 

Breeding, Utilization of 
Plants 

Learning the structural variation of 
various fungal species from different 
phylum with their biotechnological 
application in different aspects and 
acquired knowledge about the plant 
pathogen. Understanding the Microbial 
world including virus and bacteria. 
Learning the development of new plant 
traits or varieties that are used in 
biotechnological application in different 
field. 

Paper- VIII 
(Practical.) 

Plant Pathology, Plant 
Biotechnology, Plant 

Breeding 
Corresponding to Paper- VII 

 



Department: CHEMISTRY 

Programme Specific Outcomes 

Programme offered by 
the Department 

Outcomes  

B.Sc. Honours  On completion of the Programme, the students would be 
able to: 
PSO1. Theory and Knowledge: have a firm foundation in 
the fundamentals and application of current chemical 
and 
scientific theories including those in Analytical, 
Inorganic, 
Organic and Physical Chemistry. Gain knowledge about 
key principles of Biochemistry to understand the life 
process.Develop mathematical foundations of quantum 
chemistry to be applied in practical, hands-on experience 
with modern quantum mechanics software packages in 
the 
future research program. 
PSO2. Instrumentation: understand theoretical concepts 
of 
instruments that are commonly used in most chemistry 
fields as well as interpret and use data generated in 
instrumental chemical analyses. 
PSO3. Quantitative Skills: design and carry out scientific 
experiments as well as accurately record and analyse the 
results of such experiments. Therefore, students would 
be 
skilled to communicate the results of scientific research 
work in oral, written and electronic formats to both 
scientists and the public at large in the future. 
PSO4. Laboratory Skills: skilled in problem-solving, able 
to employ critical thinking and scientific inquiry in the 
performance, design, interpretation and documentation 
of 
laboratory experiments, at a level suitable to succeed at 
an 
entry-level position in the chemical industry or a 
chemistry research program. 
PSO5. Laboratory safety: work in the laboratory following 
routine acceptable safe laboratory practices to handle 
hazardous chemicals (especially those of unknown 
toxicity), glassware, and common laboratory equipment. 
PSO6. Teamwork mentality: have demonstrated an ability 
to work effectively in diverse teams in both classroom 
and 
laboratory. 
PSO7. Societal impacts: appreciate the central role of 



chemistry in our society and use this as a basis for ethical 
behaviour in issues that chemists are facing including an 
understanding of safe handling of chemicals, 
environmental issues, health and medicine.  

B.Sc. General On completion of the Programme, the students would be 
able to: 
PSO1. Present the basic chemical aspects of the field. 
PSO2. Students will gain both practical and theoretical 
knowledge of main domains of chemistry: organic, 
inorganic, physical, analytical, cosmetic and pesticide 
Chemistry. 
PSO3. Acquire comprehensive knowledge as well as skill 
and innovatively using this knowledge to generate self-
employment. 
PSO4. Understand the concept of practical techniques 
and 
analytical procedures. 
PSO5. Plan and execute the problems.  

 

Course Outcomes 

B.A./B.Sc Honours  

Year Paper/Course Course Title Outcomes  

1st Paper -I Organic Chemistry: Gr-A 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Inorganic Chemistry: Gr-B 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The course focuses on 
nurturing the 
fundamental ideas of 
organic chemistry, 
such as structure, 
mechanism, reactivity 
and factors affecting 
the reactivity. To learn 
and recognise various 
mechanism and 
reactions of both 
aliphatic and aromatic 
hydrocarbons.  
To understand the 
fundamentals of 
stereochemistry. 
 
Understand Bohr’s 
theory, Zeeman effect, 
various quantum 
numbers, Hund’s rule, 
Aufbau principle. 
Calcultion of ground 
state term symbol of 
atoms and ions. 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Physical Chemistry: Gr-C 

Develop the concepts 
of chemical bonding, 
radius ratio rules, 
lattice energy, 
solvation energy, 
chemical periodicity, 
ionic potential, 
electronegativity and 
polarisation. 
Gain the concept of 
kinetic theory of gas, 
Maxwell’s speed 
distribution and 
deviation of gases 
from ideal 
behaviour. Gain 
knowledge of 
different laws of 
thermodynamics 
and their 
applications. 

Paper- II Practical: Organic Chemistry The practical paper 
involves the 
qualitative analysis of 
organic compounds 
and to learn the 
preparative methods 
of different organic 
compounds  

 
2nd Paper -III Organic Chemistry This paper focuses to 

develop the 
understanding of the 
synthetic organic 
chemistry through 
different methods of 
preparation and 
reactions of 
haloalkanes, 
haloarenes , oxygen 
and nitrogen 
containing functional 
groups. The 
understanding of 
reactions and 
functional group 
transformations 
helps the students to 
adopt the plausible 
mechanism for the 
reaction aided by the 
knowledge of 



different reagents 
and stereochemistry. 
 

Paper- IV Inorganic Chemistry Òbtain the knowledge 
of basic working 
principles of G.M 
counter and various 
types of mass 
spectrograph. 
Gain knowledge on 
radioactivity, 
radioactive 
equilibrium and 
various applications of 
radioactivity. 
Comparative study of 
various groups of 
periodic table  

3rd Paper –V Physical Chemistry Obtain the concept of 
chemical 
equilibrium and 
various colligative 
properties. Learn 
theories of 
conductance and 
electrochemistry. 
Understand some 
important topics 
such as solubility, 
solubility product, 
ionic product of 
water and 
conductometric 
titrations etc. Gain 
knowledge about 
different types of 
electrodes and 
applications of 
electrolysis in 
metallurgy and 
industry. 

Paper –VI Practical: Qualitative inorganic 
analysis 

Students will learn 
inorganic qualitative 
analysis of mixture 
of different inorganic 
salts. 

Paper –VII Organic Chemistry This course incubates 
the idea of the orbital 
symmetry driven 
reaction such as 
cycloaddition, 



electrocyclic and 
sigmatropic reaction 
and their significance 
in modern synthetic 
organic chemistry. The 
synthetic utilization of 
active methylene 
compounds are well 
explored for the 
synthesis of various 
cyclic and acyclic 
organic compounds.    
The introduction to 
spectroscopic 
techniques such as UV, 
IR and NMR and 
develop the approach 
to determine the 
structure of unknown 
organic compounds. 
Provides  basic 
concepts of 
biomolecules such as 
amino acids, 
carbohydrates and  
nucleic acids  
Learn about 
preparation, colour 
theory, constitution 
and classification of 
synthetic dyes. 
To acquire the 
theoritical 
understanding of 
chemistry of 
compounds having 
nitrogen containing 
heterocyclic 
compounds, 
polynuclear  
hydrocarbons and 
their preparation by 
applying the concepts 
of synthetic organic 
chemistry learnt so far. 
 

Paper –VIII Inorganic Chemistry Develop the concept of 
wave-particle duality, 
shapes and sizes of 
atomic orbitals, 
molecular orbital 
theory and band 
theory. 



Students will also get a 
thorough insight on 
coordination 
complexes, crystal 
field theory, 
thermodynamic 
aspects of metal 
complexes and 
chemistry of pi acid 
ligands, 
organometallic 
compounds and 
reactions in non 
aqueous solvents. 

 Paper-IX Physical Chemistry Gain knowledge about 
order of a reaction and 
its determination. 
Know about kinetics of 
complex reactions. 
Obtain a deep insight 
of molecular 
spectroscopy in 
analyzing chemical 
samples. Understand 
the application of 
Quantum Mechanics in 
some simple chemical 
systems 
such as hydrogen 
atom. Provides a deep 
insight on the basic 
principles of 
Photochemistry and 
various photochemical 
processes. Understand 
the important role of 
photochemical 
reactions in 
biochemical processes. 

 Paper-X Analytical Chemistry: Gr-A 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Industrial Chemistry: Gr-B 

Gr-A: Students will 
develop  
the concept for 
treatment of analytical 
data and learn various 
computer languages 
and operating systems. 
Develop technique for 
gravimetric analysis, 
chromatography, 
solvent extraction, ion 
exchange 
chromatography. 



Nurture the concept of 
electroanalytical 
chemistry. 
Gr-B: Students will 
gain the concept of 
solid, liquid  and 
gaseous fuel 
learn the general 

principles, properties 

classification, use and 

applications of 

inorganic/organic 

materials of industrial 

importance such as 

glass, ceramic, 

cement, fertilizers, 

fibres, paint, rubber, 

drug, soap, detergent, 

oil and fats etc. 
 
 
 

 Paper-XI Practical: Quantitative inorganic 
analysis 

Students will learn 
analytical experiments 
on permanganometry, 
dichrometry, 
iodometry, separation 
and estimation of 
inorganic mixtures 
such as iron/copper, 
iron/chromium, 
iron/calcium. 

 Paper-XII Practical: Physical Chemistry Viscosity and surface 
tension measurement 
of a liquid. 
Study the kinetics of 
acid hydrolysis of 
ester. 
Determine pH of a 
solution by colour 
matching method. 
Perform the 
conductometric 
titration of strong acid 
vs. strong base and 
weak acid vs. strong 
base. 
Determine the 
distribution co-
efficient of iodine 
between chloroform 
and water. 

 



B.A./B.Sc General 

Year Paper/Course Course Title Outcomes 

1st Paper -I Organic Chemistry: Gr-A 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Physical Chemistry: Gr-B 

The course focuses on 
nurturing the fundamental 
ideas of organic chemistry, 
such as structure, mechanism, 
reactivity and factors affecting 
the reactivity and to develop 
understanding of the synthetic 
organic chemistry through 
different preparation method 
and reactions of haloalkanes, 
haloarenes and oxygen 
containing functional groups. 
 

Gain the concept of kinetic 
theory of gas, Maxwell’s 
speed distribution and 
deviation of gases from 
ideal behaviour. Gain 
knowledge of different laws 
of thermodynamics and 
their applications. 

Paper- II Inorganic Chemistry: Gr-A  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Physical Chemistry: Gr-B 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

This course provides 
knowledge about  
natural radioactivity and its 
application: fission and 
fusion reactions 
fundamental atomic 

structure, elementary idea 

about four quantum numbers,  

chemical bonding and the 

periodicity of elements in the 

periodic table, 

limitations of valence bond 

theory and their use for 

predicting the shapes and 

hybridization of molecules. 

 
 

To obtain the concept of 

chemical equilibrium and 

various colligative 

properties. 



 

Paper -III Practical: Organic Chemistry Learn the techniques of 

organic qualitative analysis 

and different methods of 

preparation for organic 

compounds. 

2nd Paper- IV Organic Chemistry: Gr-A 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Inorganic Chemistry: Gr-B 
 

Preparation and synthetic 

application of Grignard 

reagent. Understand the 

chemistry of aromatic and 

aliphatic amines. Explore the 

concept of aromaticity and 

substitution reaction in 

aromatic hydrocarbons. 

Obtain knowledge about 

optical and geometrical 

isomerism. 

Introduction to the 

carbohydrate chemistry. 

 

 

 

Students will gain 

knowledge about group 

chemistry, extraction of 

metals, Chemistry of some 

inorganic compounds such as 

heavy water, silicone etc. and 

some industrially important 

compounds such as 

detergent, terylene, 

superphosphate etc. 

Paper –V Inorganic Chemistry: Gr-A 
 
 
 
 
Physical Chemistry: Gr-B 
 

Students will develop the 

concept of coordination 

chemistry, stereoisomerism 

in inorganic complexes. 

Develop the concept for 

principles of redox titration. 

Students will gain knowledge 

about order of a reaction and 

its determination. 

Know about kinetics of 

complex reactions. 

Learn theories of 

conductance and 

electrochemistry and 

different types of electrodes. 

Understand some important 



topics such as solubility, 

solubility products etc. 

Obtain the deep insight of 

molecular spectroscopy, 

photochemistry and surface 

chemistry. 

 

Paper –VI Practical: Inorganic Chemistry Learn the techniques of 

inorganic qualitative analysis 

of different mixture of 

inorganic samples. 
 

 

 

3rd  

Paper –VII Industrial Chemistry Learn the general principles, 

properties 

classification, use and 

applications of 

inorganic/organic materials 

of industrial 

importance such as glass, 

ceramic, 

cement, fertilizers, fibres, 

paint, rubber, drug, soap, 

detergent, oil and fats, 

polymers, fuels etc. 

Gain the concept about non 

conventional sources of 

energy and theories of 

electroplating and 

galvanisation. 
 

Paper - VIII Practical: Quantitative inorganic 
analysis and project work. 

Students will learn analytical 
experiments 
on permanganometry, 
dichrometry, iodometry, and 
application based project 
work. 
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Ananda Chandra College, Jalpaiguri 

Department of Economics 

 

Programmes offered by the Department:  

1) B.A. Honours Course in Economics  

2) B.A. General Course in Economics  

Programme Specific Outcomes: At the end of the programme, students will be able use 
critical thinking skills, quantitative reasoning skills, problem solving skills, specialized 
knowledge & application of skills and communication skills. Students are expected to 
understand how to use empirical evidence to evaluate the validity of an economic argument, 
use statistical methodology, interpret statistical results and conduct appropriate statistical 
analysis of data. Students are expected to be able to communicate effectively in written, oral 
and graphical form about specific issues and to formulate well-organized written arguments 
that state assumptions and hypotheses supported by evidence. Keeping the programme 
outcomes in view, the programme specific outcomes of Honours Course and General Course 
in Economics are to:  

• Apply economic theories and contemporary social issues as well as formulation and analysis 
of policy.  

• Apply both oral and written communication skills within the discipline and also in related 
fields and help them to grow interest in diversified fields.  

• Assist students to utilize or browse different websites for secondary data collection, 
generating concepts for various facets of economic studies and gather latest information 
provided by various Universities, UGC and ICSSR. 

 • Recognize the role of ethical values in economic decisions and promotion of leadership 
qualities and motivating students in preparing for various competitive examinations, NET, 
SET, and IES etc.  
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Course Outcomes 

B. A.  Honours  

Year Paper/ 
Course 

Course Title Outcomes 

1st Paper -I Group-A: Micro Economics 
 

******* 
 
Group-B: Macro Economics 

After completion of the course the 
learners will be able to: 

 Demonstrate an understanding, 
usage and application of basic 
economic principles like 
insatiable wants, scarcity and 
choice. 

 Describe and apply the methods 
for analyzing consumer 
behaviour through demand and 
supply, elasticity and marginal 
utility. 

 Analyse producer behaviour by 
using the concepts iso-quants, 
iso-cost, expansion paths. 

 To understand the concepts of 
cost, nature of production and its 
relationship to business 
operations. 

 To apply marginal analysis to 
the “firm” under different 
market conditions. 

 Ability to differentiate between 
different types of production 
functions like fixed proportion, 
Cobb Douglas, CES Production 
function by  calculating the 
impact of changes in the inputs, 
the relevant efficiencies, and the 
yields of a production activity.   

 
 

******* 
 
After completion of the course the 
learners will be able to: 

 Explain the concepts 
of Macroeconomics and its 
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interrelations with 
Microeconomics. 

 Identify the major economic 
indicators like NI, GNP, GDP, 
savings, investment used to 
access the state of the macro 
economy. 

 Associate the current economic 
phenomenon like inflation, 
unemployment with existing 
theory and put their views on 
contemporary economic issues. 

 Understanding the idea of 
classical dichotomy and 
neutrality of money. 

 Compare and contrast the 
circumstances under which it 
makes sense to apply the 
Keynesian and Neoclassical 
perspectives. 

 Detailed understanding of 
multiplier analysis. 

 Understand the effectiveness 
and limitations of fiscal and/or 
monetary policy for a given state 
of the economy.  

Paper- II Group-A: Mathematical   
Economics 
 

******* 
 
Group-B: Statistics 

After completion of the course the 
learners will be able to: 

 Develop critical thinking and 
problem solving ability. 

 Acquire analytical skills. 
 Evaluate range of problems 

using mathematical techniques 
involving understanding of and 
application of methods like 
calculus and algebra.  

 Use mathematics to solve 
problems in economics and 
related subjects.  

 Demonstrate knowledge and 
understanding of the 
underlying mathematical princi
ples associated with constrained 
utility or output maximization, 
cost minimisation, Leontief 
input-output analysis and few 
others used in the study of 
economics. 
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 Model economic questions in 
mathematical framework. 

 Demonstrate the use of 
mathematical reasoning by 
justifying and generalizing 
patterns and relationships.  

 
 
 

******* 
After completion of the course the 
learners will be able to: 

 Identify and define basic 
statistics techniques which are 
needed for studying in 
economics. 

 Outline the distinct method of 
using raw data in the form of 
frequency distribution.  

 Analyze statistical data 
graphically using frequency 
distributions and cumulative 
frequency distributions. 

 Analyze statistical data using 
measures of central tendency, 
dispersion and location.  

 Apply knowledge of statistical 
measures such as Mean, Median 
and Mode for analysis and 
interpretation of data. 

 Analyze the different measures 
of dispersion that are useful in 
the field of economics.  

 Explain the meaning of 
correlation and regression with 
special emphasis on scatter 
diagram, covariance, rank 
correlation, and different 
regression model.    

2nd Paper -III Group-A: Micro Economics  
 

******* 
 
Group-B: Macro Economics  

After completion of the course the 
learners will be able to: 

 Employ intermediate‐level 
theoretical knowledge to 
examine the microeconomic 
influences on individuals and 
organisations.  

 Apply microeconomic models 
of consumer and producer 
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behaviour to design solutions to 
practical economic issues and 
real-world scenarios. 

 Identify the kind of market 
structure within which a firm 
operates. 

 Explain factors affecting short-
run and long-run equilibrium 
under each market structure. 

 Describe pricing strategy under 
each market structure. 

 Master algebraic and calculus 
tools needed to analyze 
microeconomic issues when 
many relevant variables change 
concurrently. 

 Analyse the causes and 
consequences of different 
market conditions. 

 Explain General Equilibrium 
and Welfare Economics.  

 
 

******* 
 
After completion of the course the 
learners will be able to: 

 Understand the concepts of IS-
LM Model in a closed economy 
with special emphasis on 
Keynesian Liquidity Preference 
Scheduled, Liquidity Trap, 
Money Market and Goods 
Market.  

 Analyze the principle of 
‘Effective Demand’ with the 
help of the Complete Keynesian 
Model.  

 Illustrate the meaning of Open 
Economy Model with special 
emphasis on foreign trade 
multiplier, Mundell-Fleming 
model, exchange rate, PPP, BOP 
etc.   

 Demonstrate the meaning and 
function of demand for money 
and money supply (M1, M2, M3 
and M4), high powered money, 
monetary and paper system, 
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illustrate various version of 
quantity theory of money. 

 Illustrate the meaning of deposit 
multiplier, currency multiplier, 
reserve multiplier, credit 
multiplier, and money multiplier 
in the context of the theory of 
money supply.  

 Explain monetary policy, Open 
Market Operation, Statutory 
Liquidity Ratio, Bank Rate, 
Repo Rate and variable reserve 
ratio.  

Paper- IV Group-A: Mathematical 
Economics 
 

******* 
 
Group-B: Statistics  

After completion of the course the 
learners will be able to: 

 Develop the ability to apply the 
knowledge of the differential 
and difference equations which 
will enable them to analyze 
dynamics of the processes. 

 Gain a proper understanding of 
game theoretic concepts and 
modelling covering equilibrium 
in static and dynamic games, 
with varying information 
structures. 

 Acquire the ability to solve 
simple games using various 
techniques to apply game 
models to the analysis of 
decisions in various business 
environments. 

 Explain the applications of 
linear programming. 

 Construct linear programming 
models and apply appropriate 
solution methods like graph or 
simplex. 

 
******* 

 
After completion of the course the 
learners will be able to: 

 Elementary Probability Theory 
including sample spaces and 
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events, probability axioms and 
properties and conditional 
probability. 

 Students will also understand 
random variables and 
probability distributions with 
special emphasis on uniform, 
binomial, normal, Poission and 
exponential random variables.  

  Methods of sampling and 
census and point of interval 
estimation. 

 Students will understand the 
basic concepts of statistical 
inference in Linear Regression 
Model. Chi Square, t test and F 
test will also understood.  

3rd Paper –V Group-A: Development 
Economics 
 

******* 
 
Group-B: Environmental 
Economics 

After completion of the course the 
learners will be able to:  

 Understand the conceptions of 
development; distinguish 
between economic development 
and economic growth, 
measurement of economic 
development and economic 
growth, human development 
indices and factors of economic 
growth.  

 Understand the meaning of 
poverty and inequality, 
measures of poverty, causes of 
poverty, poverty alleviation 
programmes, growth vs. 
equality, and causes of 
inequality in India and policy 
measures.  

 Theories of economic 
development such as Marxian 
Theory, Rostow’s Theory, 
Nelson’s Theory, Leibenstein’s 
Theory, Lewis Theory and Sen’s 
Model are also discussed.  

 This course also highlighted the 
environment and sustainable 
development. 

 
******* 

 
After completion of the course the 
learners will be able to:  
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 The students will be able to learn 
that economic objectives are not 
necessarily in conflict with 
environmental goals, and that 
markets mechanisms can be 
useful to improve environmental 
quality. At the end of the course, 
the student will be able to place 
environmental problems in an 
economic framework 

 The students will be able to use 
bio-economic models to study 
problems in fisheries under 
various property rights regimes. 
The students will be able to 
estimate the rotation period of 
scientific forestry both for single 
and multi-period forestry and 
how strategic behaviour of 
stakeholders in a local institution 
determines the outcome in forest 
and water management. 

 The student will be able to 
identify the various policy 
alternatives that can be applied 
to address an environmental 
problem. The student will also 
be able to use market and non-
market methods and apply them 
to estimate the extent of welfare 
gain or loss associated with any 
development and conservation 
programmes. They will also be 
able to identify factors that 
determine international 
cooperation to mitigate global 
environmental problems. 

Paper –VI Group-A:International 
Economics 
 

******* 
 
Group-B: Public Economics 

After completion of the course the 
learners will be able to: 

 Identify the basic difference 
between inter-regional and 
international trade, understand 
how international trade has 
helped countries to acquire 
goods at cheaper cost and 
explain it through the various 
international trade theories. 

 Understand the different 
Theories of International Trade 
such as Adma Smith’s theory, 
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Ricardo’s theory, Heckscher-
Ohlin theory, Leontief Paradox 
and Rybczynski’s theory. 

 Understand the different Trade 
Policy by which any country’s 
international trade governs. 
Tariff and non-tariff barriers, 
Stolper-Samuelson theory also 
learned.  

 Understand the meaning of 
Balance of Payment accounts 
and BOT in an economy. 

 Understand the role of 
institution like IMF, WTO AND 
IBRD in international trade. 

 
******* 

 
After completion of the course the 
learners will be able to: 

 After completion of this paper, 
the students will learn about the 
meaning and scope of public 
finance, objectives and scopes of 
public finance, public goods and 
private goods, externalities and 
market failure, Coase theorem 
and the concept of a Mixed 
Economy. 

 Student will acquire the 
knowledge about principles of 
taxation, classification of taxes, 
shifting of taxes, impact and 
incidence of taxes, major trends 
in tax revenue of the central and 
the state governments of India. 

 Structure, pattern and policies of 
taxation in developing 
economies with special 
reference to India.  

 Trend and pattern of public 
expenditure, nature and 
magnitude of public debt, canon 
and effects of public 
expenditure, public debt and 
private debt, public borrowing 
and effects of public debt in 
India.  

 Budget system, techniques of 
budgeting, budget deficits, latest 
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Union budget with changing 
perspective  

Paper –VII Group-A: Indian Economic 
History 
 

******* 
 
Group-B: Indian Economic 
Problems and Planning  

After completion of the course the 
learners will be able to: 

 Students will acquire the 
knowledge of theories of 
economic history, India between 
1857 and 1947, class and power 
and an overview of colonial 
India.  

 The course envisages providing 
a broader perspective on the 
Indian economy from a 
historical point of view. The 
shifts that occurred from time to 
time in the structure of the 
Indian economy during the 
colonial phase and how the 
country had adjusted to such 
changes are discussed here.  

 It helps to familiarize the terms 
like imperialism, colonialism, 
drain of wealth, economic 
nationalism etc. which created a 
mark on Indian economy and 
society. 

 Understand the term agriculture 
and common property resources, 
investment and technology, 
agricultural production 1890-
1947, credit market, famines and 
food security, agriculture 
marketing etc. 

  The legacy of colonialism had a 
deep influence in melding many 
economic decisions and 
structural arrangements since 
the attainment of freedom. The 
British rule marked a great 
impact on the primary, 
secondary, and even the tertiary 
sector of the country.  

 The demographic profile along 
with the hardships caused by 
famines and their consequences 
on the economic structure is 
detailed here. So, this course 
helps to gain knowledge on the 
historical dimensions and their 
inter linkages on the socio-
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economic and political 
framework and how all these 
enabled the Indians to adapt to 
these structural changes. 

 
 

******* 
 
After completion of the course the 
learners will be able to:  

 Understand the meaning of 
economic development since 
independence with special 
reference to major features of the 
Indian Economy, Planning, 
Indian development strategy, 
debates between growth and 
distribution, public sector vs. 
private sector and import 
substitution vs. export 
promotion.  

 Understand the major issues and 
their impact in Indian 
Agriculture such as land reform, 
green revolution, PDS, rural 
credit and agricultural 
marketing.  

 Understand the major issues in 
Indian industry and their impact 
such as industrial licensing, New 
Industrial Policy and the 
changing Indian state in the era 
of Globalisation.    

 Understand the ideas of Indian 
economic reforms since 1991. 

 Understand the policies in 
poverty including Sens’s 
Entitlement Analysis, new 
industrial policy etc.  

Paper –VIII Group-A: Financial Economics 
 

******* 
 
Group-B: Indian Economic 
Policy and Performance  

After completion of the course students 
will be able to: 

 This paper enables them to know 
the operation of the Indian 
financial System and activities 
in the financial markets.  

 It intends to familiarize the 
students with the basic concepts 
in financial economics. 
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  To develop comprehensive 
knowledge on the role of finance 
in the operation of an economy.  

 Understand the “economic way 
of thinking” by which we mean 
the rational and purposeful 
utility maximizing choices made 
by individual agents, with the 
understanding of the trade-offs 
and opportunity costs such 
choices involve. 

 The ability to analyze, interpret 
and present economic data and 
the ability to write clearly 
expressing an economic point of 
view. 

  Understand the alternative 
approaches to economic 
problems through exposure to 
coursework in allied fields. 
Concentration in Financial 
Economics  

 Understand fundamental 
accounting definitions and 
principles.  

 Understand and analyze the 
fundamental operations of 
financial markets and 
instruments.  

  
******* 

 
After completion of thecourse students 
will be able to: 

 Develop ideas of the meaning 
and scope of small scale 
industries, problems of India’s 
small scale industries, role of 
cottage and small scale industry 
in India’s economic 
development. 

 Understand the importance of 
industrial labour, industrial 
relations, industrial disputes and 
social Securities in India. 

 Understand the meaning of the 
India’s monetary system, Money 
supply, money market, functions 
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of the RBI, monetary policy and 
capital market. 

 Students will understand the 
India’s foreign trade and its 
problem and BOP problems and 
its remedies.  

 The importance of planning 
undertaken by the government 
of India, have knowledge on the 
various objectives, failures and 
achievements as the foundation 
of the ongoing planning and 
economic reforms taken by the 
government. 
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Course Outcomes 

 

B.A. General  

Year Paper/ 
Course 

Course Title Outcomes 

1st Paper -I Group-A: Micro 
Economics 

After completion of the course the learners 
will be able to: 

 Develop understanding of the 
introductory tools and methods of 
economic analysis that will serve as 
the basis for other courses in 
economics such as Macroeconomics, 
Economic Analysis, Managerial 
Economics, and Economic 
Resources and also to apply it in 
local, regional, national and 
international scenario. 

 Get introduced to the framework for 
learning about consumer behaviour 
and analyzing consumer decisions. 

 Get familiarized with the concepts of 
supply, demand and their elasticities 
and the basic forces that determine 
equilibrium in a market economy 
and also facilitate analysis in 
business applications. 

 Summarize the law of diminishing 
marginal utility and describe the 
process of utility maximization 

 Get acquainted with the production 
and cost structure under different 
stages of production; calculate and 
represent graphically short-run and 
long-run costs of production  

 Able to solve basic microeconomic 
problems.  

 Use the fundamental techniques to 
think about a number of policy 
questions related to the operation of 
the real economy. 

 Analyze the behaviour of markets 
and industries; asses and justify the 
behaviour of output markets. 

 Understand and apply the various 
decision tools to understand the 
market structure. 
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 Understand the optimal pricing and 
output decisions under various 
market structures by use of marginal 
analysis. 

 Determine the profit maximizing 
price and quantity of resources in 
factor markets under perfect and 
imperfect competition by use of 
marginal analysis. 

Paper- II Group-A: Macro 
Economics 

After completion of the course the learners 
will be able to: 

 Define and measure Gross Domestic 
Product, national income, 
consumption, savings, investment, 
inflation and BOP in an open 
economy. 

 Explain the basic functioning of the 
macro economy using the AD-AS 
curves; the equilibrium levels of real 
GDP and price level; define 
aggregate demand (AD) and explain 
the factors that cause it to change; 
define aggregate supply (AS) and 
explain the factors that cause it to 
change. 

 Understanding of the concept of 
money in a modern economy, 
monetary aggregates, demand for 
money, money supply and its 
determinants, quantity theory of 
money, liquidity preference and rate 
of interest 

 Understanding the tenets of 
Keynesian Economics and apply the 
tenets through the aggregate demand 
and supply model; identify the 
Keynesian portion of the AS curve 
and explain the logic for it. 

 Make a comparative analysis of 
Classical and Keynesian output and 
employment. 

 Understanding the concept of 
multiplier and multiplier analysis 
with AD curve. 

 Understanding various real 
economic issues and evaluating 
policy outcomes.  
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Paper -III Group-A: Indian 
Economics 

After completion of the course the learners 
will be able to: 

 It will help students in understand 
the basic concept of Indian economy 
and student will be able to 
understand government policies and 
programs.  

 The course also highlighted the main 
features of LDCs, national income 
distribution, population problem, 
agriculture and land reform in India.  

 It helps in developing understanding 
of the students related to different 
sectors of Indian Economy. Students 
will be able to understand how 
planning and infrastructure support 
can develop an economy.  

 After studying the structure aspects 
of Indian Economy, students will be 
exposed to economic reforms in 
India and problems of Indian 
economy. A little understanding of 
India and Global economy will also 
be included.    

2nd Paper- IV Group-B: Micro 
Economics  

After completion of the course the learners 
will be able to: 

 Employ intermediate‐level 
theoretical knowledge to examine 
the microeconomic influences on 
individuals and organisations.  

 Apply microeconomic models of 
consumer and producer behaviour to 
design solutions to practical 
economic issues and real-world 
scenarios. 

 Identify the kind of market structure 
within which a firm operates. 

 Explain factors affecting short-run 
and long-run equilibrium under each 
market structure. 

 Describe pricing strategy under each 
market structure. 

 Master algebraic and calculus tools 
needed to analyze microeconomic 
issues when many relevant variables 
change concurrently. 
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 Analyse the causes and 
consequences of different market 
conditions. 

 Explain General Equilibrium and 
Welfare Economics.  

Paper –V Group-B: Macro 
Economics  

After completion of the course the learners 
will be able to: 

 Understand the concepts of IS-LM 
Model in a closed economy with 
special emphasis on Keynesian 
Liquidity Preference Scheduled, 
Liquidity Trap, Money Market and 
Goods Market.  

 Analyze the principle of ‘Effective 
Demand’ with the help of the 
Complete Keynesian Model.  

 Illustrate the meaning of Open 
Economy Model with special 
emphasis on foreign trade multiplier, 
Mundell-Fleming model, exchange 
rate, PPP, BOP etc.   

 Demonstrate the meaning and 
function of demand for money and 
money supply (M1, M2, M3 and 
M4), high powered money, 
monetary and paper system, 
illustrate various version of quantity 
theory of money. 

 Illustrate the meaning of deposit 
multiplier, currency multiplier, 
reserve multiplier, credit multiplier, 
and money multiplier in the context 
of the theory of money supply.  

 Explain monetary policy, Open 
Market Operation, Statutory 
Liquidity Ratio, Bank Rate, Repo 
Rate and variable reserve ratio.  

Paper –VI Group-B: Indian 
Economics  

After completion of the course students will 
be able to: 

 Develop ideas of the meaning and 
scope of small scale industries, 
problems of India’s small scale 
industries, role of cottage and small 
scale industry in India’s economic 
development. 

 Understand the importance of 
industrial labour, industrial relations, 
industrial disputes and social 
Securities in India. 
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 Understand the meaning of the 
India’s monetary system, Money 
supply, money market, functions of 
the RBI, monetary policy and capital 
market. 

 Students will understand the India’s 
foreign trade and its problem and 
BOP problems and its remedies.  

 The importance of planning 
undertaken by the government of 
India, have knowledge on the 
various objectives, failures and 
achievements as the foundation of 
the ongoing planning and economic 
reforms taken by the government. 

3rd Paper - VII Group-A: Development 
Economics 
 

******* 
 
Group-B: Elementary 
Statistics  

After completion of the course the learners 
will be able to: 

 Demonstrate familiarity with some 
central themes, contemporary issues 
and indicators of economic 
development. 

 Understanding of the difference 
between growth and development, 
theories and strategies of growth and 
development and use it in analytical 
modelling. 

 Demonstrate the major growth 
theories like balanced and 
unbalanced growth  

 Understanding the role of capital 
formation, significance of 
agriculture and industry in 
developing countries, poverty and 
population issues facing the world, 
international trade, and importance 
of foreign investment. 

 Ability to explain the interaction of 
economic growth, and poverty and 
inequality 

 Analyse empirical evidence on role 
of IMF and World Bank in economic 
development of LDCs.  

 
 
 

******* 
After completion of the course the learners 
will be able to: 
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 Explain the use of data collection 
and statistics as tools to reach 
reasonable conclusions. 

 Identify types of data, examine and 
interpret the basic principles of 
describing and presenting data. 

 Organize, manage and analyze 
statistical data graphically using 
frequency distributions and 
cumulative frequency distributions. 

 Represent data using line diagram, 
bar diagram, pie charts and 
pictogram 

 Represent data in frequency 
distributions using histograms, 
frequency polygons and ogives. 

 Summarize data using the measures 
of central tendency such as mean, 
median, mode - grouped and 
ungrouped data cases. 

 Describe data using the measures of 
variation such as range, mean 
deviation, quartile deviation and 
standard deviation.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Ananda Chandra College, Jalpaiguri 

Department of Education 

Programme Specific Outcomes  

Programme offered by the 
Department 

Outcomes  

B.A.Honours  On completion of the course, the students would be able : 
 
PSO1.  To enable students have clarity about the                                                                                                       
philosophy    behind the discipline. 
  
PSO2. To the various foundation of education, like 
philosophical, psychological, sociological, historical foundation. 
 
PSO3. To develop the comparative and critical faculty of 
students by guiding them through various schools of 
thoughts and time frames related to the discipline. 
 
PSO4. To enable an interdisciplinary holistic 
understanding so as to allow they apply the disciplinary 
discourses into academic and practical use. 
 
PSO5. To develop in the students the potency for effective 
participation in teaching-learning dynamics. 
 
 
PSO6. To develop in the students methodical approach 
towards teaching and train them as competent future 
teachers/ education facilitators. 
 

B.A. General 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

On completion of the course : 
 
PSO1. Students are realized to the various foundation of 
education, like philosophical, psychological, sociological, 
historical foundation. 
PSO2. Student gets knowledge regarding the meaning and 
concept of education. 
PSO3. Students are learning the various aspects of educational 
process. 
PSO4. Skills related to professions and soft skills are enhanced. 
PSO5. Students are exposed to the culture of various societies. 
PSO6. Students are enabled enough to relate theories with the 
practical life. 
PSO7. Students are learning the new generation education 
system. 
PSO8. Students are relating various education systems. 
PSO9. Students are relating to develop and education process. 
PSO10. Students are enable in value judgement. 
 



 

Course Outcomes 

B.A. Honours  

Year Paper/Course Course Title Outcomes  

1st Paper -I Philosophical and Sociological 
Foundation of Education 

After completion of the course the 
learners will be able to: 

 Understand of the meaning, 
aims, objectives and functions of 
education. 

 Understand of the roles of 
Philosophy and Sociology in 
Education. 

 Understanding of the attempts of 
some great educators for the 
evolution of sound philosophy 
of education and a better 
understanding of the process of 
education. 

 Understanding of major 
components in and their 
interrelationship. knowledge of 
the structure and functions of the 
society and the process of social 
interaction for a change towards 
better human relationships. 

Paper- II Educational Psychology and 
Pedagogy 

After completion of the course the 
learners will be able to: 

 Understanding the structure and 
functions of higher 'mental 
processes'.  

 Enable the student to understand 
the meaning and scope of 
educational psychology. 

 Enable them to understand the 
dimensions of growth (e.g. 
social, emotional, creative and 
intellectual) and the causes of 
individual differences.  

 Enable them to understand 
different aspects of personality 
and means of developing and 
integrated personality  

 Understanding of the process of 
learning and teaching and 
problems of learning.  

 Initiate students to the field of 
pedagogy. 

2nd Paper -III Development of Education in 
India 

After completion of the course the 
learners will be able to: 



 Students understand the 
development of education in 
India historical perspective.  

 Understand the salient features 
of education in ancient, 
medieval and British India.  

 Acquaint with significant points 
of selected educational 
documents and reports of these 
periods  

 Adequate knowledge of the 
recommendations of various 
commissions and committees on 
Indian Education. 

Paper- IV Issues and Trends in 
Contemporary India 

After completion of the course the 
learners will be able to: 

 Develop understanding of 
significant trends in 
contemporary education. 

  Develop awareness of various 
organizations and their role in 
the implementation of policies 
and programmes.  

 Focus attention on certain major 
national and social issues and 
role of education in relation to 
them.  

 Acquaint with the role of 
technology / mass media in 
spreading education among the 
masses.  

 Develop understanding of the 
alternative systems / modes of 
education and their implications 
in the Indian scenario. 

3rd Paper –V Educational Evaluation and 
Statistics 

After completion of the course the 
learners will be able to: 

 Develop understanding of the 
concepts of measurement and 
evaluation in the field of 
Education.  

 Acquaint with different types of 
measuring instruments and their 
uses.  

 Acquaint with the principles of 
test construction — both 
education and psychological. To 
develop understanding of the 
concepts of validity reliability 
and their importance in 
education in education 
measurement.  



 Develop the ability to organize 
relevant educational data.  

 Development the ability to use 
various statistical measures in 
analysis and interpretation of 
educational data. 

 Develop the abilities to interpret 
test data result. 

Paper –VI Educational Management And 
Educational Technology 

After completion of the course the 
learners will be able to: 

 Develop knowledge and 
understanding of the meaning, 
scope process and types of 
management.  

 Develop the ability to identify 
the roles of participating 
members (individual or 
collective) and to plan various 
institutionalized managerial 
activities.  

 Develop ability of making 
objective decision in educational 
management.  

 enables the students to 
understand about the concept, 
nature and of educational 
technology.  

 Expose the students to the basic 
developments in Educational 
Technology. 

Paper –VII Educational Guidance and 
Curriculum Construction 

After completion of the course the 
learners will be able to: 

 Help in understanding the 
meaning and importance of 
guidance and counselling. 

  Develop the ability to interpret 
various records for assessing the 
student's strengths and 
weaknesses.  

 Develop the ability to identify 
gifted children who need 
enrichment and to channelize 
their unique potentialities and 
positive way through proper 
guidance.    

 Develop the ability to identify 
exceptional children who need 
special care and help and to 
make such provisions for them. 

  Understand the concept of 
mental health and processes of 



healthy adjustment and good 
interpersonal relationships.  

 Understand the qualities of an 
ideal counsellor. 

Paper –VIII Group; A: Educational Thinkers 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Group; A: Project  Work 
Education 

After completion of the course the 
learners will be able to: 

 Enable the students to develop 
an understanding of educational 
ideas of Indian and Western 
Educations.  

 Obtain an understanding of 
pedagogical concepts given by 
Indian and Western educational 
thinkers.  

 Orient the student to scientific 
study of some educational 
problem. 
 

 Apply the knowledge gained 
through different courses in 
practical field.  
 

 Solve problems related to 
his/her course of study. 
 

 Document, calculate, analyse 
and interpret data. 
 

 Deduce findings from 
different studies.  
 

 Write and report in standard 
academic formats. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Course Outcomes 

B.A. General 

Year Paper/Course Course Title Outcomes 

1st Paper -I Education and Society After completion of the course the 
learners will be able to: 

 General aims of education 
along with nature, types and 
scope of education; 

  Major philosophies of 
education and function in 
education. 

 Curriculum and its planning 
and construction.  

 Play and activity oriented 
education and modern 
methods of teaching. Specific 
aims of education as per the 
present day needs. 

Paper- II Education and Human 
Development 

After completion of the course the 
learners will be able to: 

 The meaning, scope and uses 
of psychology in education. 

 Human growth and 
development up to the stage of 
adolescence.  

 Meaning and purpose of 
learning and factors 
influencing learning.  

 The concept of intelligence, its 
meaning and measurement.  

 Heredity and environment and 
their roles causing individual 
difference 

Paper -III Indian Heritage and Education After completion of the course the 
learners will be able to: 

 The system of Indian 
education during Vedic, 
Buddhist periods. 

  Britisher's influence of Indian 
education. 

  Role of Indian thinkers in 
education during British 
period.  

 Growth and development of 
Education since 
independence.  

2nd Paper- IV Education and Society After completion of the course the 
learners will be able to: 



 General aims of education 
along with nature, types and 
scope of education;  

 Major philosophies of 
education and function in 
education  

 Curriculum and its planning 
and construction.  

 Play and activity oriented 
education and modern 
methods of teaching. Specific 
aims of education and per the 
present day needs. 

Paper –V Education and Human 
Development 

After completion of the course the 
learners will be able to: 

 Meaning, scope and uses of 
psychology in education.  

 growth and development up to 
the stage of adolescence  

 Learning and factors 
influencing learning.  

 Intelligence, its meaning and 
measurement.  

 Heredity and environment and 
their roles causing individual 
difference. 

Paper –VI Indian Heritage and Education After completion of the course the 
learners will be able to: 

 Indian education during 
Vedic,  Buddhist and 
Medieval periods.  

 Britisher's influence of Indian 
education.  

 Indian thinkers in education 
during British period.  

 Growth and development of 
Education since education. 

3rd  Paper - VII Evaluation and Guidance in 
Education 

After completion of the course the 
learners will be able to: 

 The concept of evaluation.  
 The various aspect of 

evaluation  
 The concept of guidance 
  The types and significance of 

guidance. 
 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Ananda Chandra College, Jalpaiguri 

Department of English 

 

Programme specific outcomes: 

1. Comprehend various forms of literature like prose, poetry, drama and fiction 
2. Apprehend different cultures and cultural sensibilities around the world 
3. Perspectives of literary movements that existed in different ages. 
4. Develop the knowledge of grammatical system of English language. 
5. Define literary theory and terms in criticism. 
6. Develop four language skills LSRW. 
7. Write analytically in different formats like essays, reviews, research papers etc. 
8. Scope of employability and entrepreneurship in the field of Media and Journalism, 

Teaching, Public Relations, Human Resource, Civil Service, Creative Writing etc. 

 

B.A. HONOURS 

Course outcomes: 

First Year 

 Paper –I (History of English Language, History of Old and Middle English 
Literature, Literary Types, Rhetoric and Prosody) 

i. To have the foundational knowledge necessary for the course. 
ii. To gain a comparative and critical understanding of the transitions through 

ages of language and literature. 
iii. To gain an in-depth knowledge about the development and features of English 

language. 
iv. To develop a conceptual knowledge about the literary structure and aesthetics. 
v. To develop the practical skill of critical identification of structure and 

ornaments in a text. 
vi. To have an understanding of the concerned literary period and its relation to 

the socio-cultural life of the period. 
vii. To gain information about the important works and writers of the time. 

 Paper – II (Elizabethan, Jacobean and Caroline Literature) 
i. To gain a conceptual understanding of the concerned literary period and its 

relation to the socio-cultural life of the period. 
ii. To gain information about the important works and writers of the time. 

iii. To develop taste and awareness for traditional English poetry. 
iv. To gain an understanding of the development of drama through a comparative-

critical approach. 



v. To develop interest and comprehensive critical awareness on the poetic genres 
of the period through comparative understanding. 

Second Year 

 Paper – III (Restoration and Eighteenth Century Literature) 
i. To gain a conceptual understanding of the literary history of the period. 

ii. To develop understanding of socio-cultural influence on literature.  
iii. To gain information about the important works and writers of the time. 
iv. To gain an understanding of genre transition especially in relation to comedy. 
v. To gain understanding on the different literary cultures in relation to the 

drama. 
vi. To learn to distinguish literary texts based on the socio-cultural and political 

interest of the period. 
vii. To gain an understanding of the beginning of the novel and essay as a genre 

and its associated reasons. 
 Paper – IV (Romantic Literature) 

i. To have a conceptual understanding of the literary history of the period. 
ii. To develop understanding of socio-cultural influence on literature.  

iii. To gain information about the important works and writers of the time. 
iv. To develop an understanding of relation between philosophy and literary 

aesthetics. 
v. To develop taste and awareness for Romantic Poetry with a critical 

understanding on the transition in style, aesthetics and thought. 
vi. To understand the structural features of the essays written during the period. 

vii. To develop a critical awareness of the transitions in the genre of novel and 
understanding on the gradual growth of the genre. 
 

Third Year 
 Paper – V (Victorian Literature) 

i. To gain a conceptual understanding of the literary history of the period. 
ii. To develop understanding of socio-cultural influence on literature.  

iii. To gain information about the important works and writers of the time. 
iv. To have knowledge and understanding of the theoretical tools of reading and 

understanding literature. 
v. To gain knowledge on the origin and development of literary theory. 

vi. To develop and practice their interpretive skills and textual analysis in reading 
literature. 

 Paper – VI (Twentieth Century Literature) 
i. To help understand the relationship between literary texts and social 

structures, 
ii. To know the key texts in English of the twentieth century, 

iii. To know how to read both formal and thematic aspects of texts in relationship 
to larger cultural and historical movements. 



iv. To have thorough knowledge of the major literary movements of the period. 
v. To be familiar with the major theoretical and critical terms of the period. 

vi. To gain an insight into the major issues related to the cultural and social 
context introduced in the literature of the 20th century. 

vii. To learn to appreciate the masterpieces of literature written in this literary 
period. 
 

 Paper – VII (Other Literatures in English) 
i. To learn to appreciate of English Literature coming from nations other than 

Britain. 
ii. To gain understanding of the distinguishing traits in ‘other’ literature written 

in English based on theme, socio-cultural and historical context and use of 
English language. 

iii. To understand diverse English literary traditions – Western and non-Western. 
iv. To develop understanding of cultural interactions and its effect on literature. 
v. To explore authors and texts through the historically under-represented 

perspectives of race, ethnicity, gender, disability, postcoloniality, and 
sexuality. 
 

 Paper –VIII  (Special Paper – Classical Literature) 
i. To be introduced to the historical background of the European classical 

literature 
ii. To understand the origin of the European genre and literary canon. 

iii. To know the various literary terms and its implementation and significance in 
European literature. 

iv. To relate the historical past of the literary text and related conception with the 
literary present and understand literary transitions better. 

v. To appreciate the rich classical texts from the Greco-Roman literatures, and 
learn the conceptual nuances of the European Classical Literature. 

vi. To learn the major genres- epic, tragedy and comedy, along with the structure 
and themes of the classical literary traditions. 

 



 

Ananda Chandra College, Jalpaiguri 

Department of Geography 

 

Courses offered by the Department: 

1. B.A. Honours in Geography 
2. B.A. General in Geography 

 

Programme Specific Outcomes of B.A. Honours in Geography: 

After completing B.A./ B.Sc. Honours in Geography, students will be able to: 

1. Acquiring Knowledge on Physical Geography: Student will gain the knowledge of physical 
geography. They will have a general understanding about the geomorphologic features of the 
surface of the earth. They will be able to correlate the knowledge of physical geography with 
the human geography.  

2. Acquiring Knowledge on Human Geography: They will be able to acquire the knowledge 
of Human Geography and will correlate it with their practical life.   

3. Ability of Problem Analysis: Students will be able to analyze the problems of physical as 
well as cultural environments of both rural and urban areas. Moreover they will try to find out 
the possible measures to solve those problems.  

4. Conduct Social Survey Project: They will be eligible for conducting social survey project 
which is needed for measuring the status of development of a particular group or section of the 
society.  

5. Application of GIS and modern Geographical Map Making Techniques: They will learn 
how to prepare map based on GIS by using the modern geographical map making techniques.  

6. Development of Observation Power: As a student of Geography Honours Course they will 
be capable to develop their observation power through field experience and in future they will 
be able to identify the socio-environmental problems of a locality.  

 

 

 

 

 



 

Course outcomes of Geography Honours 

Part-I Honours 

Paper-I Physical Geography 

1. Gain knowledge on origin of the earth with the help of traditional and modern theories. 
2. Gain concept on fundamental concepts of Geomorphology. 
3. Know the interior of the earth and related earth movements. 
4. Know the landform development processes. 

Paper-II Physical Geography 

1. Know the major geomorphic processes which are related to landform development. 
2. Gain knowledge on normal cycle of erosion. 
3. Know the structural geomorphic incidents like Uniclinal structure, folded structure etc. 
4. Gain knowledge on basic hydrological phenomenon.  

Paper-III Geography of Resources 

1. Know the dynamic concepts of resource geography. 
2. Know various natural resources and their management processes. 
3. Gain knowledge on power resources and their global distribution patterns. 
4. Conceptualize the crisis on Population resources and sustainable development practices. 

Paper-IV Practical 

1. Develop an idea about basic knowledge on scales for mapping and how to draw different 
types of scales; conversion of scales.  

2. Forming a basic concept on map projections which is a must for drawing maps.  
3. Know the Topographical maps and its applications. 
4. Getting familiar with different minor instruments for reproduction of maps- enlargement, 

reduction. 

 

Part-II Honours 

Paper-V Geography of Economic Activities 

1. This module deals with the scope and content of economic geography; economic activities- 
primary, secondary, tertiary.  

2. Focuses on the concept of basic farming practices and their association with different 
natural and human conditions in different parts of the world.  



3. Discussing the factors behind the localization of industries. 
4. Conceptualize the different environmental pollution related to industries. 

 

Paper-VI  Population Geography 

1. Know the basic knowledge of Population Geography. 
2. Know the elements of population Geography with relevant concepts 
3. Know the World distribution of population from different aspects of population 

characteristics.  
4. Know the migration patterns of the world.  

Paper-VII Settlement & Political Geography 

1. Know the basic principles of Political & Settlement Geography 
2. Gain knowledge on origin and growth of rural settlements. 
3. Gain knowledge on origin, growth and distribution of urban population.  
4. Gain knowledge on Political theories in relation to space like heartland, rimland, 

Geostrategy etc. 

Paper-VIII Practical 

1. Gain knowledge on basic surveying and leveling practices by survey instruments- 
Prismatic Compass, Dumpy Level, Plain Tale, Thedolite. 

2. Getting familiar with underlying structures of the earth with the help of geological maps.  
3. Know the rocks and minerals. 

 

Part-III Honours 

Paper-IX Climatology 

1. Students will learn about the basic atmospheric phenomena and the climatic elements. They 
will be familiar with pressure belts, wind systems, monsoon and their importance. 

2. Know the general atmospheric phenomeno like condensation, wind circulation, air 
pressure, Monsoon etc. 

3. Know the critical atmospheric phenomena like cyclone, El Nino and Lanina etc. 
4. Comprehensive knowledge on Classification of World climates.  

Paper-X Pedology & Biogeography 

1. Acquire general idea on Pedology as a discipline of Soil Geography. 
2. Make an assessment of soil composition and characteristics 
3. Make awareness on soil erosion mechanism and conservation practices. 



4. Know the Biogeography as discipline of plant and animal distribution over space.  

Paper-XI  Geography of India 

1. Students can gain knowledge on regional geography of India: physical properties like 
relief, drainage, climate, soil, natural vegetation: their characteristics and distribution; 
deforestation and conservation of forest.  

2. They also learn about the economic aspects of the country like agriculture, power resources 
and industries of India.  

3. Familiarizing the problems of population growth, distribution and migration. Also making 
them aware of the different ethnic groups residing in India and the marginal groups. 

Paper-XII Nature & Methodology in Geography 

1. Learn the philosophical base of the discipline of Geography and its historical growth. 
2. Know the major postulates of Geographical thoughts. 
3. Familiarize the approaches of Geographical study 
4. Know the techniques of data collection processes and preparation of field report. 

Paper-XIII Social & Cultural Geography 

1. Acquire the basic ideas of Social & Cultural Geography 
2. Familiarize the basic concepts and themes of social geography- culture, community, 

society, group, languages, religion etc. 
3. Know the divergent fields of Social Geography and Inequalities over the globe. 
4. Know the Cultural Processes of the Globe. 

Paper-XIV Optional Papers 

Option-1 Agricultural Geography   

1. Know the agricultural characteristics in different cultural and physical regins over the 
globe. 

2. Illustrate the factors controlling agricultural practices. 
3. Know the environmental consequences of agriculture, problems and finding the remedial 

measures. 

Option-2 Population Geography 

1. Know the processes of population data collection. 
2. Know the elements of Population elements- age, sex, marital status, economic composition 

etc. 
3. Familiarize different theories of population related studies 

Option-3 River Geography 



1. Know the basic concepts of fluvial processes and consequences. 
2. Make ideas on channel processes and related geomorphology. 
3. Know the insight ideas of the problems of river bank erosion. 

Option-4 Urban Geography 

1. Know the historic growth of Urban Geography and Uranization process. 
2. Know different theories of urban studies. 
3. Experiencing the sphere of urbanization and related problems. 

Option-5  Regional Planning 

1. Acquire general idea of regional planning as a part of Geographic studies. 
2. Know the processes of spatial organization and economic development. 
3. Experiencing the knowledge of regional imbalances and uneven development processes. 

Option-6   Cartography 

1. Learn the philosophical base of the discipline of Cartography as a map making science. 
2. Finding out the methods of triangulations and traversing 
3. Solving mathematical problems related with surveying. 
4. Construction of map projections for drawing proper maps. 
5. Know the principles of Photogrammetry by aerial photographs. 

Option-7 Environmental Geography 

1. Conceptualize the scope, content and meaning of Environmental Geography. 
2.  Know the processes of environmental hazards and make management practices. 
3. Highlight major and contemporary environmental issues.  

 

Paper-XV Practical Geography 

1. Gain knowledge on reading minor climatic instruments for data obtaining. 
2. Gain skill on interpretation of Indian daily weather report. 
3. Applications of statistical methods for solving geographic problems. 
4. Gain knowledge on Remote Sensing and GIS as a tool of modern map making. 

Paper-XV Practical Geography 

1. Know the techniques of geographic data presentation by Cartograms. 
2. Experiencing the processes of data collection from the field and preparation of field report. 

 

 



B.A. General in Geography:  

After completing B.A/B.Sc. Programme in Geography, students will be able to: 

1. Knowledge outcomes:   
 Demonstrate knowledge of physical and cultural features of the earth and locate them on a 

map.   
 Know the basic concepts and terminologies used in Geography like interior of the earth, 

plate tectonics, sea floor spreading, population growth, disasters, composition and structure 
of atmosphere, hydrosphere, etc.   

 Get information about the causes and effects of local, national and international problems 
like global warming, acid rain, ozone depletion, soil degradation, deforestation etc.  

 Participation in field work make students aware about man environment relationships. 
2. Skill outcomes:   
 Carry out surveying and learn the art of map making and prepare maps for the areas with 

the help of surveying techniques.   
 Gain knowledge of quantitative methods and their ability to use statistical and cartographic 

methods to solve geographical problems.   
 Construct various types of projections and scales as per requirement of the study.  Collect 

primary and secondary data in the field. 
 Apply various statistical formulas to analyse data.  Use cartographic techniques with the 

help of simple software techniques like MS Excel.  Handle topographical and weather maps 
and interpret them.  

 

Course outcome of Geography General 

Part-I General 

Paper-I Physical Geography 

1. The students will be familiar with the earth’s interior and related incidents e.g. earth 
movements and the related topography.  

2. Acquire knowledge about different types of rock and their origin .Influence of the rocks on 
land form and topography.  

3. Getting familiar with the concept of hydrology and related phenomenon.  
4. Understanding the processes of erosion, deposition and resulting landforms. 

Paper -II  Climatology and Biogeography 

1. Students will learn about the basic atmospheric phenomena and the climatic elements. They 
will be familiar with pressure belts, wind systems, monsoon and their importance. 



2. Students can learn the significance of biogeography. They will also get to know about the 
geographic factors responsible for plant growth.  
 

Paper-III Practical  

1. Develop an idea about basic knowledge on scales for mapping and how to draw different 
types of scales; conversion of scales.  

2. Forming a basic concept on map projections which is a must for mapping.  
3. Know the Topographical maps and its applications. 
4. Getting familiar with underlying structures of the earth with the help of geological maps.  

 

Part II General 

Paper-IV  Human Geography  

1. The students will be aware of the basic ideas on human geography in general, Social and 
population geography in particular.  

2. They know man’s adaptation in various environments.  
3. Develop an idea about the world population distribution and the factors that lead to uneven 

distribution of the population and problem that is likely to arise due to an increase in the 
world population.  

4. Gain knowledge on different types of settlement and characteristics and their definitions.  

Paper-V  Economic Geography  

1. This module deals with the scope and content of economic geography; economic activities- 
primary, secondary, tertiary.  

2. Focuses on the concept of basic agricultural geography; Cultivation and their association 
with different natural and human conditions of the following cereal crops: wheat, rice; 
plantation crops: rubber; agricultural systems of the world; commercial grazing –cattle and 
sheep rearing.  

3. Discussing the factors behind the localization of industries; with special reference to the 
study of iron, steel and aluminum industry. 

 

Paper-VI Practical  

1. Able to reproduce, enlarge and reduce maps graphically. 
2.  Learn basic surveying procedures: chain and prismatic compass.  
3. Getting the primary knowledge on Remote Sensing from aerial photo interpretation. 
4. Gain practical knowledge on man-nature relationship from participation of field tour.  



5. Able to write field report by collection of data from the field. 
 

Part- III General  

Paper-VII  Regional Geography of India 

1. Students can gain knowledge on regional geography of India: physical properties like 
relief, drainage, climate, soil, natural vegetation: their characteristics and distribution; 
deforestation and conservation of forest.  

2. They also learn about the economic aspects of the country like agriculture, power resources 
and industries of India.  

3. Familiarizing the problems of population growth, distribution and migration. Also making 
them aware of the different ethnic groups residing in India and the marginal groups. 

 

Paper-VIII  Practical  

1. Lessons on different basic statistical methods used in geography and their uses in 
elementary research. 

2. Lessons on cartographic representations of geographic/ spatial data. 
3. Lessons on basic meteorological instruments like maximum and minimum thermometer, 

rain gauge, dry and wet bulb thermometer. 
 

 



 

Ananda Chandra College, Jalpaiguri 

Department of History 

 

Programme Specific Outcomes 

Programme offered by 
the Department:  

Outcomes: 

B.A.Honours  PSO1.to have clear idea about the philosophy of the subject. 
PSO2.to grasp the inter-disciplinary holistic understanding of 
the subject and its academic and practical uses. 
PSO3.to develop empirical knowledge about the past of world 
as well as India for better understanding of the progress of the 
civilization in various parts of the globe. 
PSO4.to make the students competent for teaching and 
administrative works in future for serving the nation properly.  
PSO5.to develop in the students methodical approach towards 
history learning and train them for the practical social life.    

B.A. General PSO1. to have general idea about the glorious past of India and 
world togetherwith the understanding of the historical 
knowledge. 
 
PSO2. to grasp the inter-disciplinary holistic understanding of 
the subject and its academic and practical To have clear idea 
about past of human civilization  
 
PSO3. to develop general knowledge about the past of world as 
well as India for better understanding of the progress of the 
civilization in various parts of the globe. 
 
PSO4.to make the students competent for teaching and 
administrative works in future for serving the nation proper 
 
PSO5. To help students with application of statistics so that in 
future they can incorporate those into teaching-learning and 
research. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Course Outcomes 

B.A. Honours 

Year Paper/Course Course Title Outcomes  

1st Paper -I History of India  
upto c. A.D. 650 

The students will be able to know the course of Indian 
History up to c. A.D. 650.  In this connections they will 
have an idea of reconstructing ancient Indian History 
from source materials used by the Historians to make 
the picture of ancient India bright.   

Paper- II History of India 
c. A.D. 650 -
1550 

The students will be acquainted with the process of 
Indian History from c AD 650 -1550.  In studying this 
paper the students definitely gather the idea of the 
glorious period of Indian History mainly on the early 
medieval and medieval period. 

2nd Paper -III History of India 
c. A.D. 1550-
1750 

The students will acquire knowledge about the history 
of India during the Mughal period with special reference 
to social, political, economic and cultural history.   

Paper- IV History of India 
c. A.D.1750-
1950 

The students will get the knowledge about the history of 
India from the background of the battle of Plassey to the 
history of long struggle for Independence from the 
Colonial Rule.   

3rd Paper –V Rise of the 
Modern West 
(Mid15th 
century -18th 
century 

The students will be able to get a notion about the 
growth of Modern Western Civilization from mid-15th 
century -18th century. In this paper social, political and 
intellectual history got special stress which definitely 
make the students benefited for their holistic 
development of knowledge.The paper highlights the 
growth of the Modern Western Civilization.  

Paper –VI History of 
Modern 
Europe(1789-
1939AD) 

The paper will equip the students with the knowledge 
on the history of Modern Europe from the French 
Revolution to the outbreak of the 2nd World War 
  

Paper –VII History of 
China and 
Japan c. AD 
1839-1949 

The learners will achieve knowledge about the process 
of the history of China and Japan from 1839 to 1949.  

Paper –VIII The Making of 
the 
Contemporary 
World 

The paper will Acquaint the students with the 
knowledge of contemporary world history from 1945 to 
present days. 
 

 

 



 

 

 

Course Outcomes 

B.A. General 

Yea
r 

Paper/Course Course Title Outcomes 

1st Paper -I History of India 
from Pre-Historic 
Age to Post 
Mauryan Period  

The students will be able to know the course of 
Indian History from earliest times to post--
Mauryan period. 

Paper- II History of India:  
Medieval Period 
1200-1556AD. 

The paper will grow knowledge among the 
students about the history of the Medieval 
Period 1200-1556AD, i.e. the Turko -Afghan 
period. 

Paper -III History of 
India1760-1857. 

The students will get the knowledge about the 
history of India from the beginning of the 
colonial rule in India up to the great revolt of 
1857. 

2nd Paper- IV From the Rising of 
the Gupta Empire to 
1200AD 

The students will be acquainted with the 
process of Indian History from 300AD to 
120AD. In studying this paper the students 
definitely develop the idea of the glorious 
period of Indian History.  

Paper –V History of India: 
Later Medieval 
Period 1556-
1761AD. 

The students will acquire knowledge about the 
history of India during the Mughal rule from 
Akbar and upto the 1761AD, the beginning of 
the colonial rule in India with special reference 
to social, political, economic and cultural 
history.   

Paper –VI History of 
India1858-1950. 

The students will get the knowledge about the 
history of India’s struggle for Independence 
from the Colonial Rule from 1857 to 1947 and 
formation of independent India upto 1950. 

3rd Paper - VII Western World: 
Mid 15th century to 
world War II 

The students will be able to get a notion about 
the society and economy and polity of 
Western World   from 15th century upto the 2nd 
World War.  

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Ananda Chandra College, Jalpaiguri 

Department of Mathematics 

Programme Specific Outcomes 

Programme offered by the 
Department 

Outcomes 

B.Sc  Honours  On completion of the Programme, the students would be able 
to: 
PSO1.  Recall basic facts about mathematics and acquire 
knowledge of mathematics helping him to develop 
mathematical mind. 
PSO2. Think analytically to apply his knowledge in several 
branches of sciences. 
PSO3. Going through the mathematical theorems rigorously, 
students should be able to develop the skill to solve different 
mathematical problems effectively. 
PSO4. It is expected that the knowledge and the skill acquired 
during this curriculum will translate them to a different 
sphere of mental health and they will easily cope up with 
higher studies. 
PSO5. Going through this course, students should be bold 
enough mentally to face any competitive examination in 
future. 

B.Sc General Course  On  completion of the  Programme, the  students would be 
able to: 
PSO1.Recall basic  facts about mathematics and should be 
able   to display knowledge of conventions such as notations, 
terminology. 
PSO2. Students should be apply their skills and knowledge to 
daily life problems. 
PSO3. Enabling students to develop a positive attitude 
towards mathematics as an interesting and valuable subject of 
study. 
PSO4. It is expected that the knowledge and the skill 
acquired during this curriculum will translate them to a 
different sphere of mental health and they will easily cope up 
with higher studies. 
PSO5. Going through this course ,students should be bold 
enough mentally to face any competitive examination in 
future. 



 

Couse Outcomes 

B.Sc Honours  

Year Paper Course Title Outcomes 

1st Paper-I Number Theory, 
Classical Algebra, 
Modern Algebra 

The specific outcome number theory is 
to discuss about the behaviors and some 
basic properties of integers. Linear 
congruence between different numbers 
are carefully discussed in this present 
section and the importance of various 
theorem and their application in number 
theory are described. This topical so 
executes about the Euler’s theorem, 
Wilson’s theorem, Fermat’s theorem. 
Enable to study the existence of some 
basic properties of functions, existence of 
its inverse, composition of different 
functions, one-to-one correspondence and 
the cardinality of set. 

Students will be acquainted with new area 
of mathematics viz. Group Theory. They 
will learn about symmetries, various 
properties of  groups and subgroups. 
Understand the properties of integers, gcd, 
lcm of numbers and also the congruence 
relationship between integers. 

 



 

Paper-II Linear Algebra, 
Vector Algebra, 
Mathematical 
Logic 

Determinant and Matrix and their basic 
properties are introduced here which are 
very important in several branches of 
science. 

Students will learn the basic concept of 
vector, Scalar product, vector product, 
collinearity of three points, coplanarity of 
four points.Then they apply these 
concepts in geometrical and 
trigonometrical problem which will help 
to study about any physical object  

Learn to find Eigen values and eigen 
functions of a matrix which is used in 
the study of vibrations, chemical 
reactions and geometry. Also study 
Cayley Hamilton Theorem. 

Row reduced form and row reduced 
echelon form of a matrix will help to 
find the rank of a matrix, rank of a null 
space, row space and column space of a 
matrix. Congruence will help to find the 
normal form of a square matrix and find 
the signature and index of a matrix. 

 



 

 
    

 Paper-III Real Analysis, Calculus 
of Single Variable, 
Calculus of Several 
Variables-I 

Understand many properties of the real 
line ℝ  and learn to define sequence in 
terms of functions from 
ℝ to a subset of ℝ. Recognize bounded, 
convergent, divergent, Cauchy and 
monotonic sequences and to calculate 
their limit superior, limit inferior and 
limit of a bounded sequence. Enable the 
students to assimilate the notions of limit 
of a sequence and convergence of a  
series of real numbers. Apply the ratio, 
root, alternating series and limit 
comparison tests for convergence and 
absolute convergence of an infinite series 
of real numbers. 

Understand the notions of continuity, 
uniform continuity, differentiability of a 
function of a single variable. Understand 
the consequence of various mean value 
theorems for differentiable functions and 
study L ‘Hospital’s rule. 

Also functions are defined in ‘n’ 
dimensional space. The existence of 
limit, continuity, differentiation are 
discussed in detail. This topic provides 
the concept of partial derivatives which 
is the most applicable topic in the field 
of Applied Mathematics. 

 
 



 

 Paper-IV Analytical Geometry of 
2 Dimensions, Integral 
Calculus-I, Differential 
Equations-I 

Understand the concept of two dimensions, 
Straight lines, Pair of straight lines, Conic 
sections and also polar equations of conics. 
Some basic concepts and simple problems 
on definite integrals. Also some knowledge 
about Beta and Gamma Functions.  
 
 
Many real world practical problems can 
be converted into differential Equation. So 
it is one of the most important section in 
the context of Applied Mathematics. The 
specific outcomes are to know about the 
existence and uniqueness of solution, 
Particular   integral, Complementary 
function etc. Also In this topic several 
practical problems are formed by the 
Differential Equation and solved. 
 
 



 

2nd Paper-V Real Analysis-II, 
Calculus of Several 
Variables-II, 
Application of 
calculus 

Some deeper properties of infinite series 
of Real numbers are introduced here. 

Advance level of limit, continuity and 
differentiability of function of single and 
several variables. Also knowledge about 
maxima and minima of a function. 

Then know about application of 
differential calculus such as tangent, 
normal, curvature, envelope, concavity, 
asymptotes etc. and application of integral 
calculus such as area enclosed by a curve, 
volume and surface area of solid of 
revolution, determination of centre of 
gravity, moments of inertia etc. 
 

Paper -
VI 

Integral Calculus-II 
and Dynamics of a 
Particle.  

To learn Riemann Integral and its 
properties in detail, leading to 
fundamental theorem of calculus and 
Mean value theorem. 
In Dynamics part students will be 
enriched with the knowledge of  motion 
of a particle in straight line and in a 
plane without any resistance and in a 
resisting medium. They also know about 
central force and central orbit, planetary 
motion , motion of a particle of varying 
mass etc.. 

 



 

   

Paper-VII Linear Algebra II and 
Vector analysis: 

Here the students can extend their idea about 
group theory. Here they know about cyclic 
group, Permutation etc.   Students will be 
acquainted with Ring theory, concepts of 
integral domain, fields and ideals which 
will help them to move for higher 
mathematics. 
Inner product spaces and the concept of 
minimal solution to a system of linear 
equations will be very attractive to 
students as they will learn the concept of 
generalized inverse of a matrix. While 
going through orthogonal projection and 
spectral theorem, students will surely get 
struck. In a nutshell, this curriculum will 
transform the students to a higher 
dimension of mathematical ability. 
Students will learn the concept of Linear 
Transformation which will help them to 
define a linear mapping from a vector 
space to another vector space. 



 

 
   Students will learn the concept of vector 

products like triple product and four 
vector product. They will know what is 
vector functions, learn about the concept 
of limit, continuity, differentiability and 
integration of a vector valued functions. It 
will help to study about any physical 
object and its orientation in space(3-D). 

 Paper-VIII Analytical Geometry of 
3 D, Differential 
Equation-II 

Here the students extend their idea of 
geometry in three dimensions with plane, 
straight line in space, Sphere, Cone, 
Cylinder. Also they can have knowledge 
about Ellipsoid, Hyperboloid etc. 
 
Many real world practical problems can 
be converted into differential Equation. So 
it is one of the most important section in 
the context of Applied Mathematics and 
Physics. The specific outcomes are to 
know about the existence and uniqueness 
of solution, Particular integral, 
Complementary function etc. Also in this 
topic know about method of variation of 
parameters, simple eigen value 
problems. Several practical problems are 
formed by the Differential Equation and 
solved. 
The most important topic in the field of 
Applied Mathematics is the Partial 
Differential Equation. Many physical, 
chemical and biological problems can be 
formed by using partial differential 
equation. In this topic students would 
gather knowledge about the formation 
and solution of partial differential 
equation. 
Then students know about application of 
Laplace  Transform to ordinary differential 
equations and also power series solutions 
of differential equations. 
 



 

3rd Paper-IX Linear 
Programming 
and 
optimization, 
Tensor Algebra 
and Analysis 

Linear programming and optimization play a 
very important role not only in Mathematics, 
but also in several branches of science, 
Economics, Business and Industries. In this 
sections students learn about  formulation of 
LPP and solution using various methods. 
Also know about transportation, Assignment 
problem and Travelling salesman problem. 
Then students get some idea about tensor, 
different types of tensors, laws of 
transformations. 

Paper-X Real Analysis-III, 
Integral Calculus-III  

In this paper students will be read more about 
real analysis. Point wise convergence, 
Uniform convergence, several theorems 
related to these topics are learnt. They are 
also taught power series and extremum of 
functions of two and three variables.  
Then they know about improper integral, Test 
of convergence of improper integrals, multiple 
integrals, and also have some knowledge 
about Fourier Series.  
 

 

Paper-XI Metric Space, 
Complex Analysis, 
Modern Algebra-III 

Enable to g e t  some basic idea about 
metric space, open and closed sets in metric 
space, completeness properties of metric 
spaces and realize Real  Number as a 
complete ordered field.  
Understand the significance of 
differentiability and analyticity of 
complex functions. Also know about 
bilinear transformation. 
The idea of normal subgroup of a group, 
Homomorphism and Isomorphism of a Group 
introduced in this section 



 

Paper-XII Theory of 
Probability and Rigid 
Dynamics 

Understand the notion of probability 
mass functions, various types of 
distributions and their applications to 
real life problems. 
Learn about expectations, covariance and 
linear regression.  
In this section students know about equation 
of motion of Rigid Body, momental ellipsoid,  
Equimomental system, D'Alembert.s 
principle, Conservation of linear and angular 
momentum, Compound pendulum etc.  



 

 
 Paper-XIII Theory of Statistics and 

Analytical Statics 
Understand the role of statistics as 
applied science and its utility in 
predicting phenomenon and pattern. 
Then know about some elementary 
concept of Statics Such as centre of 
gravity, Astatic  equlibrium, virtual work, 
stable and unstable equilibrium. Also 
know about forces in three dimension 
and several concept related to it. 

Paper-XIV  Classical Mechanics, 
Discrete 
Mathematics and 
Boolean Algebra, 
Graph Theory  

In this section Several concepts like 
conservation of momentum and energy 
are introduced. Then study Newtonian 
mechanics. 
Know about Boolean algebra, 
switching circuit, Karnaugh map, 
generating function, recurrence 
relation etc. 
Graph theory is an important tool for 
mathematical modelling. 
Students will study different types of 
graphs, operations on graphs, tree, path, 
circuit in details and algorithms to find 
special spanning trees. 
Learn the concept of Adjacency matrix, 
Incidence matrix and the relation between 
the matrices and the graphs. They will 
also learn about hamiltonian circuit, 
Eulerian circuit, weighted graph. 
They will learn to solve travelling 
salesman problems using graph.  

 Paper-
XV 

Numerical Analysis, 
Computer Science and 
Programming 

This course will enable the students to 
obtain numerical solutions of algebraic 
and transcendental equations,  numerical 
solutions of system of linear equations 
and check the accuracy of the solutions. 
Learn about various interpolating methods 
and solve initial and boundary value 
problems to differential equations using 
numerical methods 
Learn about several numerical 
differentiation and integration techniques 
and understand C programming and its 
utility in writing numerical programmes. 
Also have some basic knowledge about 
computer  fundamentals such as 
computer generation, operating system, 
hardware, software, programming 
language etc.  



 

Paper-XVI Numerical 
methods 
(Practical)  

In lab the students learn to use Scientific 
calculator and computer. 
They solve nonlinear equations, systems of 
linear equations, approximate the value of a 
function at some point by interpolation 
method, calculate numerical integration using 
both scientific calculator and computer using c 
Programming 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Couse Outcomes 

 

B.Sc General



 

         
1st 
year 

Paper
-I 

Classical 
Algebra, 
Modern 
Algebra 
and Linear 
Algebra 

Familiar with properties of polynomials ,Descarte’s 
rule of signs. Understand the concept of symmetric 
functions. 
Basic concepts about complex numbers, De-Moivre’s  
theorem and application. 
Then know about determinant and Matrix and their 
basic properties. 
Set is a very important concept. The students know 
about set, Group, Ring, Field, Vector space, linear 
dependence and linear independence of vectors. 
 
 
 
 
 
. 

Paper
-II  

Analytical 
Geometry 
of two and 
three 
dimension
s, Vector 
algebra 

Understand the concept of two and three dimensions 
and transient behaviors of some known curves and 
surfaces such as straight line, plane, spheres, 
conicoid. 

Students will learn the concept of collinear and 
coplanar vectors, scalar and vector products. Vector 
equations of plane  and straight lines and some 
applications to problems in geometry, 

Paper-
III 

Differential Calculus, 
Complex Analysis  

Understand many properties of the real line ℝ and 
learn to define sequence in terms of functions from 
ℝ to a subset of ℝ. Recognize bounded, convergent, 
divergent, Cauchy and monotonic sequences and limit 
of a bounded sequence. Enable the students to 
assimilate the notions of limit of a sequence and 
convergence of a series of real numbers. Apply the 
ratio, root, alternating series and limit comparison 
tests for convergence and absolute convergence of an 
infinite series of real numbers. Understand the 
notions of continuity, differentiability of order 1 and 
successive differentiation, Mean value theorems 
and their applications. 
Also, the students have to know about function of 
two variables, their limit, continuity and derivability 
and their related theorems.  
 
 



 

Paper
-IV 

Integral 
Calculus, 
Ordinary 
Differential 
Equations 

Students will be able to solve first order differential 
equations using several methods and also second order 
linear differential equations. 
The students know about improper integral, some 
test of convergence and use of Beta and Gamma 
function. Also, they acquire some knowledge about 
double integral. 



 

 
 Paper-V Numerical Analysis, 

Linear Programming 
and optimization  

This course will enable the students to 
obtain numerical solutions of algebraic 
and transcendental equations, 
Learn about various interpolating methods 
using numerical methods 
Learn about several numerical integration 
techniques.  
 

Linear programming and optimization play a 
very impotant role not in Mathematics, but 
also several branches of science, 
Economics, Business and Industries. In this 
sections students learn about Formulatiion of 
LPP and solution using various methods. 
Also know about transportation, Assignment 
problem. 

Paper-VI Analytical 
Dynamics, 
Probability and 
Statistics 

In Dynamics part students will be enriched 
with the knowledge about  Motion of a 
particle in Straight line and in a plane without 
any resistance and in a resisting medium. 
They also know about central force and 
central orbit etc. 
 
Understand the notion of probability mass 
functions, various types of distributions and 
their applications to real life problems. 
Learn about expectations, covariance and 
linear regression, 
Understand the role of statistics as applied 
science and its utility in predicting 
phenomenon and pattern. 
 

Paper-
VII(A) 

Computer science 
and 
programming, A 
course of 
calculus, Discrete 
mathematics 

Understand C programming and its 
utility in writing numerical programmes. 
Also have some basic knowledge about 
computer  fundamentals such as 
computer generation, operating system, 
hardware, software, programming 
language etc. 
They learn power series and have some 
knowledge about Fourier Series, Laplace 
transform and its application in ODE.  
Know about Boolean algebra, truth 
table, DNF and CNF. 
Linear congruence between different 
numbers are carefullydiscussed in this 
present section and the importance of 



 

Paper-
VII(B) 

Numerical Methods 
(Practical ) 

In lab the students learn to use Scientific 
calculator and computer. 
They solve nonlinear equations, calculate 
numerical integration  using both scientific 
calculator and computer using c 
Programming 
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ANANDA CHANDRA COLLEGE 

DEPARTMENT OF PHILOSOPHY 

PROGRAMME SPECIFIC OUTCOMES AND COURSE OUTCOMES 

 
PROGRAMME SPECIFIC OUTCOMES: 

 PSO1- The study of Philosophy in general develops the faculty of understanding of the students. 

The study of Logic enriches one's thinking skill and sharpens one's analytical abilities. It equips 

students to grasp the different issues discussed in mathematics, computer science etc.  

 

PSO2- The study of Psychology gives the opportunity for the students to learn about brain states, 

different personality traits, the sub-conscious and conscious reasons for human.  

 

PSO3- The study of Ethics helps a student to gain the ability so that they can make themselves to 

become a proper social being. The Honours course enables the students to develop an insight into 

the intricacies of the subject and prepare them for more advanced courses on subject in the 

University of Calcutta as well as in the other universities both national and international. It also 

develops in them to think logically and essentially which is absolutely essential in realizing the 

principles and theories of Philosophy.  

 

PSO4- Develops the ability to think logically, to analyze and solve problems, to assess proposed 

solutions, to write and speak clearly, attending to details. 

.  

PSO5- Brings the important questions to the table and works towards an answer. It encourages 

us to think critically about the world; it is the foundation of all knowledge and when utilized 

properly, can provide us with huge benefits.  

 

PSO6- Enhances in a way no other activity does, one’s problem-solving capacities, contributes 

uniquely to the development of expressive and communicative powers, persuasive powers, 

writing skills  

PSO 7- Moral Philosophy involves systematizing, defending and recommending concepts of 

right and wrong behavior.  
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PSO8- It’s the most practical by far because it teaches to think critically and evaluate arguments 

and truth claims. 

  

PSO9- Improves reasoning and critical skills, teaches how to ask good questions from the 

worthless questions. 
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COURSE OUTCOMES :  

CO1- The study of Philosophy helps the students to get acquainted with different schools of 

Indian philosophy like Cārvāka, Jainism and Budhhism as Nāstika schools on one aspect, 

Sāṁkhya, Yoga, Nyāya, Vaiśeṣika, Mimāṁsā and Vedānta as Ᾱstika school, on the other hand.  

 

CO2- They learn both Psychology and Social and Political philosophy. In the part of Psychology 

students become aware of different theories like Interactionism, Philosophical behaviourism, 

Person theory along with different methods of Psychology, nature and relation of sensation and 

perception. They become acquainted with theories of learning, different levels of mind, Freud’s 

theory of dream. They also learn different tests of Intelligence regarding I.Q. measurement.  

 

CO3- In the part of Social and Political philosophy students of philosophy learn about the nature 

of social and political philosophy and their relation. They also study the basic concepts of 

society, nature and role of family in society, different theories regarding the relation between 

individual and society. They also learn about secularism, nature and progress of Social changes, 

different theories of social changes, and discussion about different political ideals.  

 

CO4- Students get acquainted with the epistemological and metaphysical theories of the western 

philosophers like Socrates, Plato, Descartes, Spinoza, Leibnitz , Locke, Berkeley Hume and 

Kant.  

 

CO5- By studying Logic, students get acquainted with the use of logical rules for identifying a 

valid argument. Along with these, they also learn existential import, symbolic interpretation, 

constructing formal proof of .validity, proving invalidity, Quantification theory. Study of this 

paper helps them to be aware of Mill's different experimental methods, Science and Hypothesis 

and also different theories of probability. 
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Paper Wise Outcomes ; Honours Course (1+1+1) System : 

The B.A Philosophy Honours course of (1+1+1) system provides a multidimensional syllabus for 
the students, which brings certain positive outcomes into their life. The paper wise outcomes of 
the (1+1+1) system can be narrated in the following way. 
 
 
PART-I 
The first year of the B.A Philosophy Honours course of 1+1+1 system contain two paper (Paper-
I & Paper-II).  
 

Paper - I (Indian Philosophy): The paper one is concerned about the great Indian 
Philosophical School, both the theistic and atheistic schools. This paper provides a wide 
overview on philosophical issues of ancient and medieval India. Such study also helps the 
students to have an understanding about the meaning of life and reality. 

 
Paper – II (Ethics and Western Logic): Paper two is concerned about the ethics and Logic. 
The Study of ethics makes students aware about the meaning and purpose ethical 
principles which ultimately helps students to live a sound life. The paper two also 
provides a comprehensive idea about the basic notion of propositional logic. The study of 
logic helps students to enhance their logical understanding. 

 
PART-II 
The second year B.A Honours syllabus provides two papers (Paper-III & Paper-IV). 
 

Paper - III (Western Philosophy): The paper three is concerned about Western Philosophy. 
In that paper students obtain a wide understanding about the philosophical idea of certain 
Greek Philosophers like Socratic, Plato and Aristotle and some Western Philosophers like 
Locke, Berkley, Hume, Descartes, Spinoza, Leibnitz and Kant. Such study helps the 
students to acquire an understanding about the meaning of life and reality. 

 
Paper-IV (Western Logic part-ii & Philosophy of Religion): The paper four contains some 
advance notions of western logic like quantification logic, which helps students to 
become aware the developments into the field of logic. The paper four also contains some 
philosophical understanding about nature of religion. The understanding about the nature 
of religion makes students able to understand the role of religion in human life. 

 
PART-III 
The third year B.A Honours syllabus provides four papers (Paper-V, VI. VII, VIII) among which 
there is a special/ optional paper. 
 

Paper-V (Tarkasamgraha): Fifth paper is concerned about one of the most fundamental 
text of Nyaya Philosophy namely, Tarkasamgrah. The study of Tarkasamgrah makes 
students aware about some certain epistemological concern of Nyaya Philosophy. 
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Paper VI- (Analytic Philosophy): The paper six of the 3rd year B.A Philosophy Honours 
course actually concerned with certain analytic philosophical understanding of J. 
Hospers. The study his book namely An Introduction to Philosophical Analysis helps 
students to become aware about certain analytical concepts of language. It also helps 
students to analyse certain metaphysical concepts like causality. 

 
Paper-VII (Social & Political Philosophy): Paper seven is concerned about the certain social 
and political concepts like Society, Community, Democracy, Equality etc. The study of 
this paper makes students aware about the social and political relationship, notion, ideas 
etc. 

 
Paper-VIII (Optional Paper): Paper eight is an optional paper. The 3rd year B.A 
Philosophy Honours course provides some papers like Phenomenology, Problems of 
mind etc. All this optional papers are comprehensive and thought provoking. The study 
of this optional paper enhances the intellectual capacity of the students. 
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Paper Wise Outcomes ; General Course (1+1+1) System : 

PART-I 
Paper-I Indian Philosophy: The paper one is concerned about the very fundamental 
concepts of some Atheistic Indian Philosophical Schools namely Charvaka, Jaina and 
Buddhism. This paper provides a wide overview on Philosophical issues of ancient 
Atheistic schools. Such study helps the students to get acquainted with the certain 
argumentative traditions. 

 
Paper-II Western Philosophy: This paper is concerned with the certain western 
epistemological and metaphysical issues. This paper helps students to have a proper idea 
concerning the western conception about the sources knowledge, nature of knowledge. 

 
Paper-III Psychology: This paper is concerned about certain theories and conceptions of 
Psychology. The successful study of this paper makes students able to understand certain 
psychological concepts like, interception, perception etc. 

 
PART-II 

Paper-IV Indian Philosophy:The paper four is concerned about the very fundamental 
concepts of some Theistic Indian Philosophical Schools namely Nyaya, Vaishesika, Yoga 
etc. This paper provides a wide overview on Philosophical issues of ancient theistic 
schools. 
Paper-V Western Logic: This paper is concerned with western logic. This paper provides a 
comprehensive idea about the basic notion of propositional logic. The study of logic 
helps students to enhance their logical understanding. 

 
Paper-VI Social and Political Philosophy: this Paper is concerned about the certain social 
and political concepts like Society, Community, Democracy, Equality etc. The study of 
this paper makes students aware about the social and political relationship, notion, ideas 
etc. 

 
PART-III 

Paper VII Ethics: Paper Seventh is concerned with basic notion of Western and Indian 
ethical issues like moral and non-moral actions, Niskama Karma etc. the study of such 
ethical concepts makes students able to have a systematic understanding of ethics. 
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Programme Specific Outcomes (PSOs) 

Programme offered by the 
Department 

Outcomes 

B. Sc Honours  On completion of the Programme, the students would be 
able to: 
PSO1: Gain clear understanding and core knowledge in 
Physics, including premises of Classical Mechanics, 
Electromagnetic Theory, Quantum Mechanics, Statistical 
Mechanics etc. 
PSO2: Develop mathematical expertise required to solve 
problems and apply analytical methods to interpret and 
analyse results and thereby draw conclusions. 
PSO3: Gain expertise in handling scientific instruments 
and performing various experiments. 
PSO4: Develop scientific thinking and research 
mindedness. The student shall be competent enough to 
employ his/her scientific understandings, mathematical 
skills and computer knowledge to excel in various fields of 
research. 
PSO5: The student shall be prepared for excelling in the 
entry examinations of various Universities, or competitive 
exams like JAM, JEST etc for pursuing their future studies. 
PSO6: Develop love for Physics, recognise the impact of 
science and also get acquainted with the recent 
advancements in the field of Physics. 
PSO7: Develop confidence and overall improvement in 
personality required for a successful life. 
 

B. Sc General On completion of the Programme, the students would be 
able to: 
PSO1: Gain a comprehensive idea about the Subject. 
PSO2. Handle scientific instruments with ease and be able 
to confidently perform laboratory experiments. 
PSO3. Develop logical thinking and scientific mindedness 
which will not only help them in research, but will also 
prepare them for pursuing various other jobs in future. 
PSO4. Develop confidence and overall improvement in 
personality required for a successful life. 
 

 

 



Course Outcomes 

B.Sc Honours Course 

Year Paper Course Title Outcomes 

I 
 
 

1 Group-A: 
Mathematical Physics 

Gain detailed knowledge of vector 
calculus, differential equations, Fourier 
series, matrices, probability theory and 
to apply them in understanding and 
analysing physical phenomena. 

Group-B: 
Classical Mechanics-I 

Develop clear idea about motion of 
bodies under the action of various 
forces, i.e- the relationship between 
force, motion and matter. 

Group-C: 
General Properties of 
Matter 

Gain the idea about the general 
properties of matter like elasticity, 
surface tension and viscosity and some 
sort of numerical problems on them 

2 Group-A: 
Heat 

Develop fundamental understanding of 
kinetic theory of gases, transport 
phenomena, transport of heat. 

Group-B: 
Sound 

Understand the physics of waves and 
develop understanding propagation of 
sound. 

Group-C: 
Electricity-I 

Grow basic concepts of electrostatic 
phenomenon, dipoles, interactions, 
capacitors and stationary currents. 

3 Practical Experiments on properties of matter and 
thermal physics 

II 
 

4 Group-A:  
Geometrical Optics 

Fundamentals about the propagation of 
light through media. Get idea about 
basic structure of various optical 
instrument and usefulness of them. 

Group-B: 
Physical Optics-I 

Understand the physics of waves and 
develop basic understanding of wave 
phenomena like interference, 
diffraction, polarisation. 

Group-C:  
Electronics-I 

Basic concepts about energy sources 
and networks. Principles of 
semiconductor devices like diode and 
BJT. Understanding logic circuits. 

5 Group-A: 
Thermodynamics 

Develop fundamental concepts of 
thermodynamics, First law, Second law,  
thermodynamic potentials, Heat 
engines, Change of states, Chemical 
thermodynamics etc diffraction, 
polarisation. 

Group-B: Electricity-II Grow concept about electromagnetism, 
electromagnetic induction and  



magnetic field in material media. 
Understanding transient current, 
alternating current, thermoelectricity 
and their application. 

6 Practical Experiments on electricity and 
magnetism. 

III 
 
 
 

7 Group-A: 
Classical Mechanics-II 
& Fluid Mechanics 

Fundamental concept about constraints 
of motion, principle of virtual work, 
Lagrangian-Hamiltonian formulation, 
variational calculus, conservation 
theorems, coupled small oscillations 
and their applications on various areas 
of physics. 
Basic concepts about fluid flow, 
equation of continuity of fluid, Euler’s 
equation of motion, Bernoulli’s theorem 
and related applications. 

Group-B:  
Statistical Mechanics 

Grow concepts about statistics and 
thermodynamics, equilibria, ensemble 
theory. Be able to differentiate between 
different ensemble theories,  develop 
clear understanding of the classical and 
quantum theory of matter and radiation. 
And be able to explain the statistical 
behaviour of ideal Bose and Fermi 
particles. 

Group-C:  
Electronics-II 

Get to know about FET, BJT, 
amplifiers, oscillators, power supply, 
OPAMP and their application. 
Basic idea about combinational logic 
And communication Principles, CRO, 
Microprocesser. 

8 Group-A:  
Physical Optics-II 

Get basic idea about polarisation, 
LASER & MASER, fibre optics and 
their applications 

Group-B: 
Electromagnetic 
Theory 

Understanding Maxwell’s field 
equations and their nature, Poynting 
theorem, Electromagnetic waves in 
different media, dispersion ad 
scattering. 

Group-C: 
Special Theory of 
Relativity 

Develop the fundamental idea about 
relativity, Lorentz transformation, 
relativistic effects,  proper time, 
Minkowski space, light cone and four 
vectors. 

Group-D: 
Solid State Physics 

Develop fundamental insight about 
solid state physics thereby 
understanding the structure of solids, 
bond types, electrical properties, 
magnetic properties and various 



mechanical properties of matter at the 
very intrinsic level. 

9 Group-A: 
Atomic Physics 

Basic idea about atomic structure, 
atomic spectra, X-rays and various 
related phenomena. 

Group-B: 
Quantum Mechanics 

Understanding the necessity of quantum 
mechanics, wave-particle duality,  
Schrodinger’s equation, quntum 
mechanical operators, dynamical 
observables, uncertainty principle,  
measurements and their applications. 

Group-C: 
Nuclear and 
Elementary Particle 
Physics 

Develop ideas about the properties of 
nuclei, nuclear structure, nuclear decay, 
radioactivity, nuclear reactions, nuclear 
fission/fusion, elementary particles, 
cosmic rays, accelarators and detectors. 

10 Practical Experiments on optics. 

11 Practical Experiments on electronics 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Course Outcomes 

B.Sc General Course 

Year Paper Course Title Outcomes  

I 1 Group-A: 
Mechanics & 
oscillations 

Gain deep understanding about the motion 
and configuration of objects, from the study 
of vectors, laws of motion, momentum, 
energy, rotational motion, gravitation, 
elasticity, etc. Understanding the physics of  
oscillations. 

Group-B: General 
Properties of Matter 

Gain the idea about the general properties of 
matter like elasticity, surface tension and 
viscosity and some sort of numerical 
problems on them 

Group-C: 
Waves & Acoustics 

Understand the physics of waves and develop 
understanding propagation of sound. 

2 Group-A:  
Heat & 
Thermodynamics 

Develop fundamental understanding of how 
systems in thermal equilibrium can be 
described by thermodynamics, kinetical gas 
theory and basic statistical mechanics. 

Group-B: 
Optics 

Fundamentals about the light propagation and  
optical instruments. Get idea about wave 
nature of light and understanding of wave 
phenomena like interference, diffraction, 
polarisation. 

Group-C: 
Magnetism 

Gain idea about magnetic field, potentials, 
magnetic dipole, magnetic properties of 
materials. 

3 Practical Experiments on mechanics and oscillations 

II 4 Group-A: 
Electrostatics 

Grow basic concepts of electrostatic 
phenomenon, dipole interactions, image 
problems, capacitor, dielectrics. 

Group-B: 
Current Electricity 

Grow concept about electromagnetism, 
electromagnetic induction. Understanding 
transient current, alternating current, 
thermoelectricity and their application. 

Group-C: 
Electronics-I 

Understanding basic concepts of 
semiconductor devices, diodes, rectifiers, 
BJT, amplifiers, digital electronics. 

5 Group-A:  
Special Theory of 
Relativity 

Develop the fundamental idea about 
Relativity, Lorentz transformation, relativistic 
effects. 

Group-B:  
Atomic and 
Nuclear Physics 

Develop an idea about the concepts and 
methods of atomic and nuclear physics 
thereby gaining insight into the physics of 
atoms and subatomic particles. 

Group-C: 
Solid State Physics 

Develop fundamental insight about solid state 
physics thereby understanding the structure, 



and Elementary 
Quantum 
Mechanics 

bond types and various mechanical properties 
of solid matter at the very intrinsic level. Get 
idea about basic quantum mechanics ,wave 
nature of a particle,  uncertainity principle 
,wave equation of a system and application 

6 Practical Experiments on electricity and magnetism 
III 7 Group-A: 

Electronics-II 
Get to know about feedback, amplifiers, 
oscillators, OPAMP and their application. 
Basic idea about combinational logic, 
registers, counters, and  CRO. 

Group-B: 
Machine and 
Energy Sources 

Gain knowledge about Heat Engines, pumps, 
and various energy sources. 

Group-C: 
Communications 
and Computers 

Get idea about electromagnetic waves, 
transmission of waves. 
Basic idea about computers and programming 
in C language. 

8 Practical Experiments on optics and electronics 
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B.Sc Honours 

Programme Specific Outcome: 
 

The undergraduate Honours syllabus in Physiology under the University of North Bengal is so 
versatile that a student, graduated with Honours in Physiology may find himself / herself suitable 
in most of the fields of Biological Sciences. Perhaps the Undergraduate Board of Studies in 
Physiology do not want to lose the essence of the age old subject in the recent days of 
modernization. Thus, the syllabus is designed in such a way that a student reads old experimental 
approaches viz. localization of motor cortex, respiratory center in one semester along with cutting 
edge techniques viz. polymerase chain reaction, western blot etc. in other semesters. The 
undergraduate Honours syllabus in Physiology represents the finest example of the combination 
of old and new knowledge. The undergraduate Honours programme specific outcomes are 
discussed below: 
On successful completion of Undergraduate Honours Course in Physiology or B.Sc. Honours in 
Physiology (3 years), a student – 

 
PSO.1: Should have gained knowledge in Physiology through theory and practical classes. 

PSO.2: Should have gained hands on training on biochemical experiments. 

PSO.3: Should have learnt the basic principles of advance analytical methods. 

PSO.4: Should have developed research oriented skills. 

PSO.5: Should have received training to finish assignments within time. 
 
PSO.6: Should have gained knowledge on data collection, statistical analyses and data 

interpretation. 
 
PSO.7: Should be able to nurture the zeal to serve the society. 

 
PSO.8: Should have gained sufficient knowledge to serve in the government organizations such 

as Defense Research and Development Organisation (DRDO), All India Institute of 
Medical Sciences (AIIMS), National Institute of Science Education and Research 
(NISER), Indian Institute of Technology (IITs), National Institute of Technology (NIT), 
Sports Authority of India (SAI) and various other institutes of academic excellence in the 
capacity of Scientist, Research Associate, Research Assistant, Project staff etc. The 
students have similar opportunities in the private sectors such as R & D sections, research 
and analysis wings of Pharmaceutical companies, sales and marketing of pharmaceutical 
products, nutritional supplements, prosthetics etc. The graduate students of Physiology 
have an edge over other Biological Sciences or Life Science graduates, if they proceed for 
professions like Sports Physiologist, ECG or EEG technician, Physiotherapist, Medical 
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Imaging laboratory technician, Operation Theater technician, Assistant in 
Neurophysiology Laboratory, Optometrist, Audiology and Speech therapist etc. which are 
essentials in hospitals, diagnostic labs and other health sectors. 

 

B.Sc. General 

 

Programme Specific Outcome: 
 

The Undergraduate General Syllabus in Physiology under the University of Calcutta is so designed 
that it can complement other subjects to enrich the knowledge of a student pursuing B.Sc. General 
(3years) course. The course is flexible and allows students to learn theoretically and also to achieve 
some practical skills. The student should be able to utilize the knowledge which would help them 
to establish themselves in future. The programme specific outcomes are outlined below: 

 
On successful completion of Undergraduate General Course in Physiology or B.Sc. General in 
Physiology (3 years), a student – 

 
PSO.1: Should be able to gain knowledge on structure and function of different parts of human 

body. 
 
PSO.2: Should have developed understanding to detect early signs of any abnormality which 

arises due to a pathology in the human body. 
 
PSO.3: Should have gained sufficient knowledge to serve in the government or private sector such 
as diagnostic laboratories, hospitals, forensic laboratories under Ministry of Health and 
pharmaceutical companies, research & development sectors, sales & marketing department in the 
privates sectors for employability. 
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Programme Specific Outcomes 

Programme offered by the 
Department 

Outcomes  

B.A.Honours  PSO1. Students are introduced about the discipline and basic 
concepts of sociology like social structure, institutions, 
groups, culture, social change and processes.  
PSO2. Students are able to understand the basic concepts 
about rural and urban society, rural and urban community, 
economy, way of life and their problems.  
PSO3. Students are able to gather knowledge about roots of 
Indian civilization and diverse socio-economic and cultural 
reality. 
PSO4. Students are familiarized about the contributions of 
classical and modern sociological thinkers, their valuable 
theories and social thoughts in sociology.   
PSO5. It provides the students with some basic knowledge 
about sociological research methodologies and research 
based project work. 

B.A. General PSO1. It provides an outline of basic concepts and processes 
of Indian society and give a view to the Indian social reality 
through sociological lens. 
PSO2. Students are able to understand about social 
problems, causes and their solutions.  
PSO3. Students are able to understand ethnic culture, 
customs, norms, values and traditions. 
PSO4. Students are able to understand the social institutions 
like caste, class, power, family and marriage.  
PSO5. Students are able to understand the sociological 
theory and thoughts of Comte, Durkheim,Weber and Marx. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Course Outcomes 

 

B.A. Honours  

Year Paper/Course Course Title Outcomes  

1st Paper -I Introduction to 
Sociology 

Students are introduced the basic 
concept of sociology. 

Paper- II Rural Sociology in 
India 

Students are able to understand rural 
society and rural social problems. 

2nd Paper -III Indian Society and 
Culture in India 

Students are familiarized about 
evolutionary process of Indian 
civilization, society and culture. 

Paper- IV Sociological Theory It provides the students knowledge 
about sociological theories and social 
thoughts. 

3rd Paper –V Sociology of Tribes, 
Minorities and other 
Weaker Sections 

Students are able to understand the 
profile of Tribal people, minorities and 
weaker sections. 

Paper –VI Urban and Industrial  
society in India 

Students are able to understand urban 
and Industrial social organization, 
economy and their impact on rural 
society.  

Paper –VII Social Demography 
and Social Problems 
in India 

Students are able to understand the 
population dynamics, composition of 
population and existing social problems.  

Paper –VIII Research Methods Student are introduced various methods 
and uses in sociological research. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Course Outcomes 

 

B.A. General 

Year Paper/Course Course Title Outcomes 

1st Paper -I A : Introduction to 
Sociology 

This paper helps the student to get a 
picture about sociology and 
Sociological ideas of everyday life. 

Paper- II A : Indian Society: 
Structure and 
Change 

Students are introduced through this 
paper about the socio-economic 
situation of rural society from pre-
British era to modern era. 

Paper -III A : Indian Social 
Issues and Problem 

Students are able to understand the 
emerging social issues and problems in 
Indian society. 

2nd Paper- IV B : Introduction to 
Sociology 

Students are able to know about basic 
institutions of society in this paper. 

Paper –V B : Indian society : 
Structure and 
Change 

This paper offers the students to enrich 
their knowledge about different tribal 
communities, different factors of 
social change, Basic concepts of social 
& political institutions . 

Paper –VI B : Social Research 
Methods 

Through this paper, students learn the 
various technical methods of handling 
research paper. 

3rd  Paper - VII Sociological Theory Through this paper, students know 
the different thoughts expressed by 
famous sociological thinkers. 
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Programme Specific Outcomes  

Programme offered by the 
Department 

Outcomes  

B.Sc.Honours  PSO1. Students gain knowledge and skill in the fundamentals of 
animal sciences, understands 
the complex interactions among various living organisms 
PSO2.  Students learn objective reasoning. 
PSO3. Prepare and motivate students for further studies in Zoology 
and related fields. 
PSO4. Provide knowledge of a wide range of Zoological 
techniques and application of tools in related fields. 
PSO5. Provide knowledge on topics in latest developments in the 
fields of Animal Sciences, empowering the students to pursue 
higher degrees  
PO6. Understanding of environmental conservation processes and 
its importance, pollution control and biodiversity and protection of 
endangered species 
 PO7. Gain knowledge of Agro based Small Scale industries like 
sericulture, fish farming and apiculture 
PO8. Apply ethical principles and commit to professional ethics 
and responsibilities in 
delivering his duties 
PO9 .Apply the knowledge and understanding of Zoology to one’s 
own life and work 
P10. Students will gain practical laboratory skills from 
experiments and practicals 
P11. Field trips,excursions to National Parks,Sancturies to give 
them a practical understanding of Animals in nature. 

B.Sc. General  PSO1 Students gain knowledge and skill in the fundamentals of 
animal sciences, understands 
the complex interactions among various living organisms 
PSO2   Students learn objective reasoning skills. 
PSO3 To Prepare and motivate students for further studies in 
biological sciences. 
PSO4 Provide knowledge of a wide range of Zoological techniques 
and application of tools in related fields. 
PSO5 Provide knowledge on topics in latest developments in the 
fields of Animal Sciences. 
PO6 Understanding of environmental conservation processes and 
its importance, pollution control and biodiversity and protection of 
endangered species 
 PO7 Gain knowledge of Small-Scale industries like sericulture, 
fish farming and apiculture. 
PO8 - Apply ethical principles and commit to professional ethics 
and responsibilities in delivering his duties 



PO9 – Apply the knowledge and understanding of Zoology to 
one’s own life and work 
P10 Students will gain practical laboratory skills from experiments 
and practicals 

Course Outcomes 

B.Sc Honours  

Year Paper/Course Course Title Outcomes  

1st Paper -I Animal 
Diversity1, 
Systematics 
and Origin of 
Life 

CO1:The student will be able to understand classify 
and identify the 
diversity of animals. 
CO2: The student understands the importance of 
classification of animals and classifies them 
effectively using the six levels of classification. 
 CO4: The student will be able to understand the 
morphology, habit and habitat. Systematic position 
and various systems  
 CO5: The student will be able to understand classify 
and identify the 
diversity of animals. 
CO6: The student will understand origin of life 

Paper- II Animal 
Diversity: 
Chordates, 
Adaptation, 
Zoogeography 

CO1: Students will understand the classification, 
structure, function and 
biology of chordates of different taxonomic classes.  
CO2: Students will also 
learn some special topics like zoogeography and their 
importance in adaptation  
CO3: Specific topics like metamorphosis in 
Amphibia, snake 
bites, migration of birds, parental care of amphibian, 
dentition of 
mammals 
CO4: The student will gain knowledge of general 
characteristics and classification of different classes 
of vertebrates 
 
 

 Paper -III Practicals CO1: The student will gain knowledge to identify 
various animals based on morphological features. 
 CO2: Prepare the culture of Paramecium 
CO3: Understand the principle and use of 
microscopes and micrometry. 
 CO4: List the various invertebrate and vertebrate 
animals in a given class. 
CO5: Identify various larval stages and development 
in invertebrate and vertebrate 
groups. 
CO6: Mounting of slides 

2nd Paper –IV  Cell Biology, 
Molecular 
Biology, 

CO1: The learner will understand the importance of 
cell as a structural and functional unit of life. 



Laboratory 
Techniques 
and 
Biochemistry 

CO2: The learner understands and compares 
between the prokaryotic and eukaryotic system and 
extrapolates the life to the aspect of development. 
CO3: The dynamism of bio membranes indicates the 
dynamism of life. Its working mechanism and 
precision are responsible for our performance in life. 
 CO4: The cellular mechanisms and its functioning. 
Will be able to explain DNA structure. 
CO5:  The student will learn to paraphrase the 
Central dogma of molecular biology.  
CO6: Illustrate the mechanism of replication, 
transcription and translation. 
CO7: Justify the post transcriptional and post 
translational modifications. 
The student will be able to explain the structure, 
functions and 
reactions of the various biomolecules. 
CO8: Correlate the changes in the levels of these 
biomolecules with the 
diseases in human 
 CO9: Attained the knowledge of macromolecule 
such as carbohydrates, 
protein and fat, their types and significance. 
CO10: Student will be able to described the 
enzymes, mechanism of enzyme action and factors 
affecting the enzyme activity 
  

Paper –V Genetics, 
Immunology, 
Animal 
Physiology, 
Endocrinology 
and 
Reproductive 
biology 

CO1: Students will learn the fundamental genetics 
like Mendelian and Non 
Mendelian inheritances, linkages, mutations, sex 
determination of 
various animals, extrachromosomal inheritances, 
transposable genetic 
elements etc.  
CO2: Students will develope knowledge about 
structures and function of 
immune cells, immunoglobulins, antigens and their 
interactions with 
antibodies. They will know about MHC molecules, 
cytokines, hyper 
sensitivity reactions and cellular mode of immunity 
development.  
CO3: Students will know the physiology of digestion, 
respiration, circulation, excretion and adaptation. 
CO4: They will learn details of endocrinology with 
classification of hormones, their biosynthesis, 
receptors, mode of molecular actions, physiological 
function, feedback controls and 
related disorders. 
CO5: The students will understand the various 
processes related to reproduction. 

Paper –VI Practical CO1: Students will learn the use of Camera lucida 



CO2: Cell Culture techniques   
CO3: Students will learn the techniques of histology. 

Paper –VII Practical CO1: Students will learn the preparation of meiosis 
slides of grasshopper testis 
CO2: Pedigree analysis 
CO3: Barr body experiment 
CO4: ABO blood grouping 
CO5: TC of RBC and WBC 
CO6: Blood pressure measurement 

 

Year Paper/Cours
e 

Course Title Outcomes 

3rd Paper -VIII Histology, 
Histochemistry, 
Developmental 
Biology, 
Teratology, 
Evolutionary 
Biology, 
Adaptation 

CO1: Students will learn the knowledge of basic 
terms in histology. 
 CO2: The student will be able to Understands all 
four types of tissues. 
CO3: Identify the histological structure and 
function of various organs. 
 CO4: Explain the location, structure and functions 
of various organs. 
CO5: Illustrate the histology of endocrine glands. 
CO6: Diagrammatically represent the various 
organs 
 Explain the principles and process of fertilization 
and cleavage. 
CO7: Prepare the flow chart of gametogenesis 
process. 
CO8: Identify the developmental stages 
 CO9: Understood the process of development of 
animals. 
 CO10: Describe the process of gametogenesis. 
 CO11: Understood the process of organogenesis of 
selected organs, development of extra embryonic 
membrane and the nature and physiology 
ofplacenta. 
CO12: Understood the theories of evolution and 
highlighted the role of evidences in support of 
evolution 
CO13: Explain the theories of organic evolution. 
CO14: Describe the concept of origin of life and 
theories of origin of life 
CO14: Darwinism, Lamarkism, Hardy Weinbergy 
equations. 

Paper- IX Ecology, 
Environmental 
Biology, 
Toxicology, 
Animal Behaviour 

CO1: Students will be understanding the various 
features and aspects of 
population ecology, community ecology and 
ecosystem ecology.  
CO2: They might have the knowledge about 
environmental biology in details. 



They will acquire knowledge about various tools 
and techniques of 
field ecology.  
 CO3: The learner will be able to link the intricacies 
of food chains, food 
webs and link it with human life for its betterment 
and for non-exploitation 
of the biotic and abiotic components. 
CO4: Understand Animal behaviour and response 
of animals to different instincts 
CO5: Interaction of biota abiota and adaptation 
CO6: Various kinds of Animal adaptations 
CO7: Distribution of fauna in different realms 
interaction 

Paper -X Applied Zoology, 
Conservation 
Biology, 
Bioinformatics 

CO1: Students will learn biology of fishes as 
well as various aquaculture techniques, Sericulture, 
apiculture in details.  
CO2: Gain knowledge to explain the tools and 
techniques used in aquaculture and agricultural 
practices 
CO3: They will learn Importance of Conservation, 
Indian wildlife acts and legislations 
CO4: Imparts knowledge to the student regarding 
environment and conservation biology. 
CO5: They will also understand few basic of 
bioinformatics 

 Paper- XI Practical CO1: Students learn biostatistics which teaches 
them to use data analysis  
CO3 Students gains knowledge about statistical 
methods like measures of central tendencies, 
Probability 
CO4 Learns about hypothesis testing and 
inferential statistic 
CO5: Visit to a wildlife sanctuary will give students 
practical knowledge about wildlife. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Course Outcomes 

B.Sc General 

Year Paper/Cours
e 

Course Title Outcomes 

1st Paper I Structural 
diversity of non-
chordates and 
chordates 

CO1:The student will be able to understand classify 
and identify the diversity of animals: chordates and 
non Chordates. 
CO2: The student will be able to understand the 
morphology, habit and habitat.  
CO3: Systematic position and various systems  
 CO4: Students will also 
learn some special topics like zoogeography and 
their importance in adaptation  
CO5: Specific topics like metamorphosis in 
Amphibia, snake 
bites, migration of birds, parental care of amphibian, 
dentition of 
mammals 
CO6: The student will gain knowledge of general 
characteristics and classification of different classes 
of vertebrates 

 Paper II Biochemistry, 
Cell Biology and 
Genetics 

CO1 Structural and functional aspects of basic unit 
of life i.e. cell concepts 
CO2 Mendelian and non Mendilian inheritance 
CO3 Concept behind genetic disorder, gene 
mutations- various causes associated with inborn 
errors of metabolism 
CO4: Attained the knowledge of macromolecule 
such as carbohydrates, 
protein and fat, their types and significance. 
CO5: Student will be able to described the enzymes, 
mechanism of enzyme action and factors affecting 
the enzyme activity 

 Paper III Practical CO1: students will be able to identify various 
specimens non chordates and chordates 
CO2: Understood the anatomy and physiology of 
invertebrate animals by dissection. 
CO3: Described the structural study and mounting of 
specimens. 
CO4: Students become familiar to knowing the rules 
of taxonomy and the principle of animal 
classification. 

2nd year Paper IV Histology, 
Development 
Biology, 
Endocrinology,Im
munology 

CO1: Students will learn the knowledge of basic 
terms in histology. 
 CO2: The student will be able to Understands all 
four types of tissues. 
CO3: Identify the histological structure and function 
of various organs. 



 CO4: Illustrate the histology of endocrine glands. 
CO5: Diagrammatically represent the various organs 
 CO6:Explain the principles and process of 
fertilization and cleavage. 
CO7: Prepare the flow chart of gametogenesis 
process. 
CO8: Identify the developmental stages 
CO9: Student will learn about immune cells, 
immunoglobulins, antigens and their interactions 
with antibodies. They will know about MHC 
molecules, cytokines, hypersensitivity reactions and 
cellular mode of immunity development 

 Paper V Animal 
Physiology, 
molecular 
Biology, 
Biotecnology and 
Biostatistics 

 CO1: The students Understood about the 
composition of food and mechanism of digestion 
absorption and 
assimilation. 
CO2: Attained knowledge of respiration and 
excretion and understood the mechanism of 
transport of gages and urine formation. 
CO3: Described the mechanism of circulation and 
composition of blood 
Explain DNA structure. 
CO4: Paraphrase the Central dogma of molecular 
biology. Understood the 
molecular structure of genetic materials and 
understood the mechanism of 
gene expression and regulation character formation. 
CO5: Illustrate the mechanism of replication, 
transcription and translation. 
 CO6: Justify the post transcriptional and post 
translational modification 
Students learn biostatistics which teaches them to 
use data analysis  
CO7: Students gains knowledge about statistical 
methods like measures of central tendencies, 
Probability 

 Paper VI Practical CO1: Students will be able to identify different 
vertebrate Endoskeletons 
CO2: Students will be able to identify different 
Histological sections 
CO3: Students will be able to identify different 
embryological slides of chick 
CO4: Students will be able to perform different tests 
for identification of carbohydrates 
 

3rd year Paper VII Ecology, 
Evolution and 
Applied Zoology 

CO1: Students will be understanding the various 
features and aspects of 
population ecology, community ecology and 
ecosystem ecology.  
CO2: They might have the knowledge about 
environmental biology in details. 



They will acquire knowledge about various tools and 
techniques of field ecology.    
CO3: The learner will be able to link the intricacies 
of food chains, food 
webs and link it with human life for its betterment 
and for non-exploitation of the biotic and abiotic 
components. 
Explain the theories of organic evolution. 
CO4: Describe the concept of origin of life and 
theories of origin of life 
CO5: Darwinism, Lamarkism, forces of evolution  
CO4: Students will learn biology of fishes as 
well as various aquaculture techniques, Sericulture, 
apiculture, poultry in details.   

 Paper VIII Practical CO1: Identify the organs by studying the histological 
slides. 
CO2: Identify Zooplanktons under microscope 
CO3: Prepare blood smear and identify the various 
cells. 
 CO4: Process animal tissues and prepare permanent 
histological slides. 
CO5: Count total leucocytes from blood samples 

 


